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Editorial 

Since the publication ofthe second volume (1997) ofthe Vidyasagar University Journal 
ofLibrary and Information Science (VUJLIS) one year has rolled by. We have achieved a 
lot during this year. The important one is the organising a national seminar on "Information 
Technology Applications in Library and Information Centres" (March 24-25, 1998). Over 

the last few years, we have been experiencing a great deal of computerisation including " 
the networking oflibraries in our country. To-day, the Internet, available as a result ofR & 
D efforts in computers and telecommunication, with hypertext-based navigating tools like 
World Wide Web (WWW) giving access to multimedia information, has opened out 
tremendous opportunities for rendering better information services. We consider that the 
aforesaid seminar has been organised at a very opportune time and it has provided an 
opportunity to share the views and experiences on this new technology, when obsolescence 
of technology is very rapid and the 21st century is at our door step. We have been able to 
get papers from most of the parts of the country. Participants have been benefited greatly 
from the deliberations and discussions on the various aspects and facets of the theme of 
the seminar. 

Our IT Laboratory is also growing very fast with the support and encouragement ofthe 
University authorities. At present, the IT Laboratory of the department is equipped with 
one Multimedia, one Pentium, three PC 486 and one CD-ROM drive. Two more PCS and 
one laser printes are likely to be added this year. 

Some selected papers presented in the aforesaid seminar form the major contents of 
this volume along with other invited papers of research interest. We have also included the 
writings in Bengali language in response to the requests received from different quarters. 
We trust that this volume ofVUJLIS will lead the readers to a high degree ofprofessional 
fulfilment. we gratefully acknowledge the constant eneouragement and necessary fund 
provided by the University authorities for the publication of this volume of VUJLIS. 
Finallly, We are grateful to the authors whose ideas form the contents of this volume. 

Juran Krishna Sarkhel 
Editor-in chief 
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Information Technology Applications in Libraries and 
Information Centres* 

G Bhattacharyya** 

1 Introduction 

I have been assigned the task of delivering the keynote address on the occasion of the 
, inauguration of theNational Seminar onInformation Technology Applications inLibraries and 

Information Centres, organized bythe Department ofLibrary and Information Science, Vidyasagar 
University, Medinipur. So, what is going to bedelivered byme, I would very much expect it to 
beaccepted as thekeynote address pertaining to thetheme of this National Seminar. A keynote 
address or speech, as it is well known to allof you, is an address designed to present theissues 
ofprimary interest to anassembly, and often toarouse unity and enthusiasm. To start with, such 
an address used to be a monopoly of politicians addressing political conventions. However, 
nowadays, it has been adopted by allscientific professional conventions as thevery purpose of 
such anaddress hasremained oneand thesame. Inthematter of arousing unity and enthusiasm 
relating totheuse of information technologies in libraries and information centres, there are, of 
course, several isssues that warrant professional considerations. One such issue is the lack of 
adequate clarity about theessentiality oftheir use ininformation service centres including libraries, 
especially interms ofappropriate logic behind it.This inadequacy issimultaneously responsible 
forsome doubts ontheone hand and some sort of over enthusiasm ontheother. Neither doubts 

.nor over enthusiasm are welcome in this matter of our primary professional concern. This 
presentation does not claim to be comprehensive so far as the target issues are concerned. On 
thecontrary, it isonly a restrictive presentation. It simply intends toestablish a logical foundation 
as to the essentiality of using information technologies in information service centres. The 
question it intends to answer in logical terms is: " Why is it essential to use information 
technologies in information service centres ?" 

2 Information Service Centres 

To start with, I would like to clarifymy conceptof" Information ServiceCentre". I 
haveused it in placeof "libraries and information centres" asusedby the organizers ofthis 
Seminar. This is only for the sake of convenience in making my point clear in relation to 
the issueas specified earlier. Whenwe say" Information Centres" it becomesamenable to 
several interpretation. This is so, because such a centre my be of several distinct types 

•	 Keynote addressdelivered on theoccasion ofthe inauguration ofthe National Seminaron" Information Technology 
Applications in Libraries and Information Centres", heldon 24 March1998, at theDept.of Libraryand Information 
Science, Vidyasagar University, Medinipur - 721102. 

••	 Professor andHead (Retd), DRTC, In-charge, lSI,Bangalore Centre. (05Everest Apartments, 8111 Main,Malleswaram, 
Bangalore 560 003 
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.depending upon their respective ultimate purposes. For example, such acentre may be any 
one with the ultimate goals as follows: 

(l)	 The generation of new information by using existing information, or by capturing
 
information. This is done by research. Fortunately, such a centre is called a "Research
 
Centre".
 

(2)	 The dissemination of primary information to help its prospective users. "Primary 
Information" refers to information generated by research. This is done by the primary 

li.' 

publications, such as, primary periodicals, research/technical reports, papers in 
conference proceedings, patents, and standards and specifications. 

(3)	 The transmission of information from one point to another through telegraph,
 
telephone, e-mail, Fax, postal service, courier service, etc.
 

(4)	 The collection, processing, storage, dissemination, retrieval and providing access to
 
information about sources of information - documentary, institutional, and human
 
to help the prospective users of information in meeting their respective information
 
needs.
 

Each one of these purposes is directly related to information. Therefore, each centre
 
with its specific objective is an information centre. Just to distinguish the centres dealing
 
with" information about sources of information", I have used the term "Information Service
 
Centres". I know that this is not a very happy term. But in the absence of anything more
 
suitable, I have preferred to use this term for the time being. One obvious convenience of
 
using this term is that it can conveniently comprehend the following kinds of centres:
 

(1)	 Libraries; 

(2)	 Indexing Service Centres; } conventionally known as Documentation
 
Centres
(3)	 Abstracting Service Centres; 

(4)	 Information Clearing Houses; and 

(5)	 Information Analysis and Consolidation Centres.
 

The purpose of bringing them together is that the ultimate goal of each of these centres
 
is one and the same. That part of the issue will be dealt with later. " Information" is the
 

message conveyed or intended to be conveyed by a systematised body of concepts or its
 
accepted or acceptable substitutes. This definition of" Information" applies universally to
 
all kinds of information centres. Information generated by research is called primary
 
information. In this sense, a piece of information see copy cannot exist unless a piece of
 
primary information exists. In fact, all the information service centres deal with information
 
about sources of information. For this reason, it is logical to say that what these information
 
service centres do are all secondary information work and service.
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I have not included the II Technical Information Service Centres". This is because, 

conventionally still today, this service is rendered by subject specialists. But for carrying 
out their task they depend heavily on the services rendered by information service centres. 

3 Systems - View of Information Service Centres 

Any information service centre is a man-made production system. A man-made 
production system is always a complex made up of functionally and structurally related 
components (parts) ofdifferent orders. It has to function in a well-recognized environment , 
of its own in order to achieve a well-defined objective. This definition comfortably 
accommodates any information service centre within it. The primary components of a 
man-made production system are as follows: 

(1) The "Infrastructural Sub-system II; 

(2) The "Input Sub-system" made up of
 

- Manpower,
 

- Material,
 

-Machines and Equipment,
 

- Time, and to ensure all these,
 

- Money;
 

(3) The "Throughput" (Process) Sub-system;
 

.(4) The "Output" (Products) Sub-system;
 

(5) The" Marketing" Sub-system; 

(7) The "Feedback" Sub-system; and 

(8) The "R&D" (Research & Development) Sub-system. 

The "Environment" is not a component of the production system. But the relationship 
between them is extremely strong. Any change in the environment affects the system and 
VIce-versa. 

A little bit of imagination would immediately suggest that any information service 
centre fits in very well in this generalized framework ofany man-made production system. 
From all points of view, an information service centre is a man-made information service 
production system. The consideration of any aspect of a man-made information service 

production system must take into account its "systems-view" as furnished earlier. The 
benefit of this view lies in the following universally accepted fact: 
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Any man-made production system has to consider as a priority the aspect of 
enhancing its productivity in terms of efficiency and effectiveness without 
affecting its economy. The only means for this purpose, as it has been 
universally adopted, is the use ofappropriate machines and equipment for this 
purpose. It was this realization which led to the industrial revolution. 

An information service centre is a typical man-made information service production 
system. Just like any other production system, it is equally concerned with the enhancement 
ofits productivity in terms ofefficiency and effectiveness. The use ofappropriate machines, 
equipment, and technological infrastructural facilities is imperative for the achievement 
of its ultimate objectives to the satisfaction of its clientele. In a concrete sense, this is what 
is referred to as the "Use ofInformation Technologies in information service centres." 

4 Technology 

It would definitely be appropriate to get our conception of "Technology" clear at this 
point. A body of knowledge sytematized by using intellectual processes, such as, 
organization, association, integration, and consolidation, that is amenable to learning 
(through reading, understanding, practising, and preaching), to teaching, to analysis and 
consolidation, and to research, is a discipline. The term "subject" in a specific sense, is 
often used to refer to "discipline". "Technical" is used as an adjective to refer to anything 
relating to a practical discipline (subject) organized on scientific principles. "Technology" 
essentially refers to the totality of the means including the use of machines, equipement 
and appropriate infrastructural facilities, and technical methods employed to achieve a 
practical purpose, or to provide objects necessary for human sustenance and comfort (in 
other words, to provide objects to meet human needs and wants). 

In the light of this definition of "Technology", let us consider any man-made product, 
for example, a "Computer". For the purpose of manufacturing a computer, the major 
technical operations involved are as follows: 

(1) Designing; 

(2) System structuring (organizing); 

(3) Staffing; 

(4) Developing prototype; 

(5) Manufacturing(producing); 

(6) Quality controlling; 

(7) Marketing; 

(8) Using; 

(9) Collecting feedback; and 

(10) Carrying out R&D activities. 
VUJLlS, 3, 1998 
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their common ultimate goal efficiently and effectively to the satisfaction oftheir clientele. 
The basic argument in favour ofthe use of information technologies is clearly reflected in 
this statement; and it is the achievement of the common ultimate goal of information 
service centres both efficiently and effectively. It would be quite in place to take note of 
this common ultimate' goal at this point. 

The common ultimate goal of any information service centre is :
 

To ensure and promote the utilization of existing information for
 
the betterment of the society by taking all necessary steps
 

(1) to provide access to right sources of information to every right 
user of information, and 

(2) to find the right users for every right source of information, 

keeping in mind that only timeliness of information service adds 
value to information supplied: 

It has to be noted here that providing information services in the manner as specified 
above is extremely difficult and complicated. This difficult situation arises because ofthe 
phenomenon that the Universe of Information is ever growing in many dimensions. This 
phenomenon has given rise to a considerable number of barriers that stand between the 
right users of information and the right information they need. The next section is devoted 
to those barriers, and to the means of overcoming those barriers. 

But one important point here is to take note of the uses of information that can 
ensure the betterment of society. Some of such uses are the following: 

(1) For generating new information through research;' 

(2) For understanding and evaluation ofexisting information and known phenomena; 

(3) For decision making at all levels of personal, corporate, and social activities; 

(4) For enhancing productivity in the production of commodities and services; 

(5) For education and training.; 

(6) For interactive communications; and 

(7) For emotional satisfaction. 

6 Barriers and Means of Overcoming 

Each information service centre is established and organized centring round a well defined 
disciplinary (subject) interest. The totality of this disciplinaryinterst, for the sake of 
convenience, is amenable to a kind of classification, such as the follwing: 

(1) Umbral region of interest (core areas); 

(2) Penumbral region of interest (peripheral area); and 
.(3) Alien region of interest (outside peripheral area).
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Corresponding to each of these major operations, it is possible to recognize a set of 
means and technical methods involved in carrying out each ofthose. As a result, we can 
identify technologies, such as the following: 

(1) Designing technology; 

(2) System structuring (organizing technology) technology; 

(3) Staffing technology; 

(4) Prototype developing technology. 

(5) Manufacturing ( production) technology; 

(6) Quality controlling technology; 

(7) Marketing technology; 

(8) Use technology; 

(9) Feedback collecting tehchnology; and 

(10) R&D technology. 

In the matter of using appropriate machines, equipment, and appropriate technological 
infrastructural facilities, it is essential to be clear as to what technology is to be used to 
carry out the work and services of an information service centre. For example, today, an 
information service centre has to go for using the following information technologies to 
achieve its objectives: 

(1) Computer technology; 

(2) Telecommunication technology; 

(3) Network technology; 

(4) Large-scale storage technology;and 

(5) Reprographic technology.
 

The machines, equipment, and appropriate technological infrastructural facilities that
 
an information service centre is obliged to use, it is only their use-technologies that it is 
primarily concerned with. 

It is only this fact which should regulate its decision about adopting the appropriate 
information technologies to achieve its ultimate objective. This condsideration, again in 
turn, should regulate the decisions about the course-contents for developing professional 
manpower at different levels. 

5 Ultimate Goal of an Information Service Centre 

The professionals engaged in secondary information work and service today, have 
no doubt in their minds that it is essential to use appropriate technological information 
technologiesin their respectiveinformationservicecentres ifthose centres have to achieve 
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Twoor moreinformation service centres, at the levels, suchas, local, regional, national, 
and international, is quiteexpected tohavetheirdisciplinary (subject) interests overlapping 
eachother's. In sucha case theyform an informal alliance whichhas to be strengthened by 
anagreement forcoordination in acquisition andcooperation in service to theextentfeasible 
by mutual understanding. This is the essential first condition to be of coordination and 
cooperation for a very long time but the means of implementing it has all along been 
extremely restrictive. As a result, the question of efficiency and effectiveness of such 
cooperative ventures has never beenup the expectation. 

Today, thesituation haschanged dramatically. Themeans ofimplementing theagreement 
of coordination and cooperation between and amongthe partners of informal alliance are 
perhapsone of thosevarieties whichcan be considered as mostefficientand effectiveand 
this is what we refer to as information technologies. Let us take note of the role of 
information technologies in thematterofovercoming thebarriers referred to earlier. Where 
there is a need for coordination and cooperation, the use of information technologies can 
be the most useful means to overcome the barriers warranting it. 

Letus takenoteofthe inividual barriers thatstandbetween therightusersof information 
and the right information they need: 

(1)	 The barrier of "Large Number" of sources of information in any discipline big or 
small. No information servicecentrecan even think of a comprehensive collection 
on a discipline. No, none can afford it, even the Library of Congress. The solution 
lies in developing a representative collection is selective areas of umbral interest. 
An agreement of coordination in acquisition and cooperation in with the partners in 
the alliance is a must and it must be supported by a well-formulated acquisition 
policy document developed cooperatively. Such an agreement can be implemented 
satisfactorily only be using information technologies. The remarks made in relation 
to the barrier of "large number" are analogously applicable to overcome all other 
universally identified barriers. such as the folowing: 

(2)	 The barrier of"Vast Volume". A small piece of relevant information is always 
found to be buried in a vast mass ofinformation. The professional techniques and 
theirassociated toolsareto beusedto overcome thisbarrier. In thematter ofimproving 
these professional techniques and their associated tools, the role of the use of 
information technologies is nowworld-wide acknowledged. Obviously, withoutthe 
cooperation ofthe partnersin the alliance, this kindof professional activitieshaveto 
sufferfromall sortsofinadequacy.Cooperation togetherwiththe useofinformation 
technologies is a must to overcome the barriers as mentioned below. 

(3) The barrierof "Language" 

(4) The barrierof "Distance-in-Space" 

(5) The barrierof "Distance-in-Time" 
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(6) The barrier of "Inadequate Financial Support" 

This, is turn, creates the following barriers: 

- the barrier of "Inadequate Manpower", 

- the barrier of "Inadequate Materials". 

- the barrier of "Inadequate Machines, Equipment, etc", and 

- the barrier of "Inadequate Time for Work and Service" 

(7) The barrier of "Physical Accessibility" to the source of information. 

7 Conclusion 

The line of thinking as reflected in this address, is a humble attempt to establish the 
logical and practical elements of the arguments in favour of the use of appropriate 
information technologies in information service centres. To what extent it could claim to 
be a keynote address would depend upon the extent of unity of considered opinion and 
enthusiasm that it would generate. It may not be immediately measurable. So, let it be left 
in the lap of the near future. 

One important point that may conclude this address is that it had been this line of 
thinking that made me go out of the way to establish a captive "Computer Cell" in DRTC 
specially for research and training. It was established in 1985; and it happens to be the first 
of its kind in India. Before this we were buying computer time from Indian Institute of 
Science. 

I should like to take this opportunity to express with gratitude and sincere thanks my 
appreciation of the honour bestowed upon me by having invited me to deliver the keynote 
address to this National Seminar. My special thanks are due to the Department of Library 
and Information Science of the Vidyasagar University, Medinipur. 
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Designing IT Curriculum for Lis Students in Changing
 
Environment
 

Amitabha Chatterjee*
 

Abstract 

IT is playing an important role in the management of libraries and 
information centres. A new breed ofprofessionals are needed to meet 
the new challenge posed by thisfast emerging IT based environment. To 
face the situation successfully, change is needed in the LIS course 
curricula. Few LIS schools in the country have already incorporated IT 
components in their syllabi at different levels ofcourses. The author has 
disscussed the nature ofcourse component, size ofIT component in it 
and the infrastructural facilities neededfor the course. An attempt has 
been made to draw a broad outline of IT components in LIS syllabi 
which may serve as basis for the developing course curriculum in 
different LIS schools. 

1 Introduction 

Serving the right information to the right user at the right time is the goal of every library 
and information centre. The successful achievement of this goal largely depends on the 
tools and techniques used for the purpose. During the last few decades, there has been 
enormous rise in the flow of information on the one hand and greater demands for 
information due to acclerated research activities, on the other. The traditional tools and 
techniques of information retrieval are being found inadequate in the face of this double 
pressure, making it imperative to find new and more effective tools and techniques which 
can withstand this onslaught and help to achieve the goal. At this juncture, information 
technology (IT), with its enormous capabilities has come as a boon to the libraries and 
information centres [1]. 

1.1 Impact ofIT 

With the emergence and increasing application ofIT, many age old techniques employed 
in communication, multiplication, storage and retrieval of information have been replaced 
by newer methods as illustrated below [2]: 

Technology 

Work Old New 

1 Communication Personal travel Teleconferencing 
Postal Communication Teletext 

Satellite transmission 

• Professor & Head, Dept. of Library & Information Science, Jadavpur University, Calcutta 700032 
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2 Inputting text Oral presentation Word processing 
(Primary format) Writing and typing Optical scanning 

through computers 
3 Multiplication Printing and near Computer visuals 

printing process Display terminals 
Video discs and 

cassettes 
Computerised 

photo-printing 

4 Storage Book shelves Computer based 
Pamphlet cabinet storage 
Microform storage 

5 Information Browsing through Browsing databases 
retrieval the surrogates through online 

and through terminals 
the shelves 

1.2 Role ofIT 

Obviously, IT can play an important role in overall management of the libraries and 
information centres and effectively satisfy the Fourth Law oflibrary and information science 
'Save the time ofthe reader and its corollary "Save the time of the staff". More specifically, 
it can help in [3]: 

-- supporting clerical functions associated with acquistition, technical processing and 
circulation work (library automation) 

-- supporting information storage, retrieval and dissemination systems 

-- supporting 'management information services' for librarians, specially analysing library 
statistics 

-- maintenance of services 

-- enhancement ofservices, such as, the provision ofCAS, SDI, multiple copies ofcatalogue 
throughout the library system, more efficient reservation system 

-- Cooperation -- in the sharing of resources through the operation of such schemes as 
shared acquisition, shared cataloguing and interlending arrangements. 

2 Indian Scenario 

The initial inhibition and resistance being over, the IT is now making its way vigourously 
into the libraries and information centres in the country. Though exact figures are not 
available, at least 50 per cent of the university libraries are in different stages of 
VUJLlS, 3, 1998 
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computerisation and more than 90 per cent of the special libraries in the private sector 
have already automated their libraries. The National Library, Calcutta, and several state 
central libraries have also introduced computers, while many college libraries are planning 
to do so. Another important development is that several computerised library and 
information networks are being developed locally and nationally. Besides, facilities for 
access to Internet and other international information systems and databases are growing 
fast. Evidently, the environment of libraries and information centres are changing rapidly 
and drastically. 

3 Manpower Needs 

A new breed of professional workers of different levels are obviously needed to met the 
new challenge posed by this fast emerging IT based environment. Such workers should 
have the following competencies: 

-- using computers for house-keeping jobs 

-- designing and developing sophisticated IR systems and networks 

-- designing, creating and managing bibliographical and non-bibliographical databases 

-- managing and accessing local, national and international information systems and 
networks, including Internet 

-- accessing national and international databases, including hypertext databases 

-- handling of multimedia 

For gaining such competencies, they should also develop sufficient knowledge of 
computer hardware and software, programming algorithm and languages, networking 
topology, formulation ofsearch strategy and application of artificial intelligence and expert . 
system. Not only new workers with such competencies and knowledge are urgently required, 
but there is also immediate need of retraining of the existing professional workers through 
continuing education programmes since in the new environment, such workers with their 
previous training and experience in traditional librarianship may find themselves alien 
and lose interest in their work. 

4 Existing curricula 

At least 85 university departments in the country today conduct Bachelor degree courses 
in LIS, while about 50 of them also conduct Master degree courses. Some colleges have 
also started Bachelor degree course with university affiliation and some universities have 
started distance education courses in the subject. In recent years, two-year integrated courses 
leading to master degree have been introduced by some LIS schools. Besides, Birla Institute 
ofTechnology (deemed university), Ranchi, runs two-year master ofscience in information 
science and INSDOC, New Delhi, and DRTC, Bangalore, conduct courses leading to 
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associateship, which are recognised as equivalent to master degree. There are also some 
lower level courses run by library associations, polytechnics and other organisations. 
Facilities for MPhil and PhD are also available in some universities. 

4.1 IT component 

A close look into the course contents of Bachelor degree and Master degree courses of 
different LIS schools reveals that besides the courses of BIT, INSDOC and DRTC, in 
which IT gets good weightage, the course curricula of very few LIS schools incorporate IT 
component to the extent necessary for gaining the required competencies and that too only 
at the master degree level. Even where IT forms part of the syllabi, the students often do 
not get enough practical exposure to the technology due to infrastructural limitations. In 
short, the type of training imparted in most of the LIS schools hardly makes the students 
ready for working in the new environment confidently and effectively. 

5 Change in Orientation 

There is, therefore, an urgent need to revise and reorient the present LIS courses to 
meet the aforesaid need. This, however, does not mean that all the traditional subjects now 
being taught at different levels ofLIS courses should be discarded. This is neither possible 
nor advisable in view of the fact that the traditional system of organisation of documents 
and provision of services will continue in a large number of libraries in the country for 
many more years to come. The LIS courses in our country, in the present context, should 
have an optimum blend oftraditional and new techniques [1]. However, while revising the 
curricula the utility and efficacy of each component of the courses should be carefully 
evaluated and, if found redundant, should be replaced by a more uselful new component. 
Even the traditional components should be taught keeping in view the new context and 
environment. 

6 Prelusory Issues 

Though apparently a definite pattern ofLIS education is visible in the country, there is, 
in fact, a lot ofvariations not only in course contents, but also in levels, duration, integration, 
infrastructure, examination system and even orientation. All these may have direct impact 
on the implementation of any course curricula that may be designed. Hence some issues 
need to be settled before actually designing a course suited for the changed environment. 

6.1 Appropriate level 

There may be differences ofopinion about the appropriate level of LIS course in which 
IT should be introduced in the course curriculum. Experience, however, shows that the 
introduction ofthe new technology only at the master degree level, as is the current practice, 
is not sufficient. When IT is introduced in a library all professional and semi-professional 
workers have to be involved in the process though their degree or level of involvement 
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may differ. As such it is felt that IT should be introduced even at lower level course. But 
the course structure should be carefully designed keeping in view the level of the course, 
course objectives and the level of the trainees [1]. 

6.2 Duration and integration 

As indicated earlier, several levels and systems of education are now in vogue in the 
field of LIS. At the master degree level, both the traditional one-year course after bachelor 
degree in LIS as well as two-year integrated course are running parallelly. Similarly, regular 
and distance education courses of the same level are running parallelly. Even the Same 
university sometimes are running regular and distance courses of the same level 
simultaneously. There is neither any integration among the courses, nor is it a prerequisite 
for a candidate to have passed the examination of the lower level course in the subject to 
get admission in a higher level course, except in case of one-year master degree course, 
where possession of a bachelor degree in LIS is essential for admission. Such differences 
in duration, integration and teaching-learning system makes designing ofany IT curriculum 
difficult. This also makes it necessary to repeat some of the carriculum areas at different 
levels. 

6.3 Nature ofcourse component 

Another pertinent issue in this regard is whether IT should be included in the curriculum 
as a core component or as an optional component. Though it is true that a large number of 
libraries in the country are yet to come into contact with IT, looking at the trend it can well 
be foreseen that they will not be able to remain untouched or uninfluenced by the new 
technology for long. As such, possibly there is no second opinion about its status as a core 
component. The Curriculum Development Committee (CDC) set up by the University 
Grants Commission, has also, in its report, recommended that IT should bea core component 
at both bachelor degree level and master degree level. The CDC has also recommended to 
set up a Workshop cum Information Processing Laboratory for each LIS department and 
has identified different units for the proposed laboratory. What is wanted in implementing 
such a programme is not merely to 'put the recommendations for consideration, but to 
provide fund for the same. Hence, CDC's recommendation that the UGC should "issue 
guidelines to universities to treat LIS department along with Science departments for 
allocation ofequipment grants" and should provide "lumpsum grant to each department of 
LIS for acquiring basic equipment" is note worthy [4] 

6.4 Size ofIT component 

Keeping in view, the requirements oftrained personnel ofdifferent categories and their 
needed competencies, it may be said that the size ofthe IT component in the overall course 
curriculum should not be less than at least a half paper of 50 marks at the certificate level, 

a full paper of 100 marks at the bachelor degree level and two full papers of 100 marks 
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each at the master degree level or three papers of100 marks in case oftwo-year integrated 
course, with ample scope for practical training ineach case. 

6.5Infrastructuralfacilities 

Successful implementation of any course curriculum largely depends on the 
infrastructural facilities available, both in terms ofteaching faculty and other facilities like 
library, laboratory and equipment. Unfortunately, the country is at present witnessing a 
quantitative rise in the number ofLIS schools without such rise in infrastructural facilities. 
There is immense dearth of faculty with adequate training in IT. Most of the LIS schools, 
which have introduced IT in their syllabi, have to depend on outside experts, who often do 
not have any idea about the application ofIT in library and information services. Similarly, 
only a few LIS schools have been able to set up their own IT laboratories and that too with 
limited computer facilities. If the situation cannot be improved, perhaps proper 
implementation of any advanced IT curriculum will not be possible. 

6.6Distance education 

Special mention may be made here about the accute limitation of facilities for LIS 
students opting for distance mode oflearning. The universities running such courses have 
not set any limit for admission of students so far as number is concerned. Such students 
either do not have any practical exposure to IT, or have very limited or insufficient exposure, 
though IT does form a part of their course curricula. The desirability of conducting 
professional courses like LIS should be seriously considered, more so in the context of 
changing environment and manpower needs. 

7 Course Contents 

An attemp has been made below to draw a broad outline of IT components in LIS 
syllabi which may serve as basis for developing course curricula in different LIS schools. 

7.1 Certificate/Diploma level 

At the certificate or diploma level the course should aim at making the trainees capable 
to input the given date, obtain required output and compose notes, letter, etc. through 
wordprocessor. The trainees at this stage are not expected to do complicated manipulation 
of date. To fulfil this aim the following course contents are suggested. 

Module-l : Theory 

1 General introduction to computer and its functioning 

2 Common computer terminology 

3 Introduction to hardware, software and peripherals 

4 Introduction to PC operation 

5 Elements of word processing 
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Module-2 : Practice 

1 Inputting of data 

2 Printing of records 

3 Word-processing of sample notes, letters, etc. 

7.2 Bachelor degree level 

At this level the trainees are expected to pick up the skill of doing house-keeping jobs, 
design and manage databases, do simple data manipulations like sorting, merging, etc., 
searching ofrequired data or information and giving computerised services, like providing 
documentation lists, SDI, etc and compose and edit notes, letters, reminders, etc. In view 
of the above, the course contents ofIT at this level should include the following: 

Module-I : Theory 

1 Computer: types, chracteristcs, units, functions, advantages and areas ofapplication 
in libraries and information contres 

2 Computer terminology 

3 Hardware, software and peripherals, including different storage media 

4 Operating system, specially DOS and UNIX 

5 Input, manipulation and output of data, including printing 

6 Databases: types and characteristics, management of DB 

7 Application software, specially CDS/ISIS 

8 House-keeping work using computer 

9 Processing, searching and servicing of information 

10 Word-processing, composing and editing 

Module-2 : Practice 

1 PC operation using DOS commands 

2 Data manipulation like sorting, merging of records 

3 Database designing and creation of records 

4 Word-processing, composing and editing of texts 

5 Searching and servicing of information 

7.3 Master degree level 

Training at this level should enable a student to supervise computerised house-keeping 
. work, utilise different communication media, organise files and make complicated data 
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manipulation, prepare or get preparedsuitable programmes, handle different DBMS and 

library packages, participate in networking activities and organised computerise storage 
and retrieval work. As suchthe curriculum at this stage should incorporate the following: 

Module-l : Fundamentals of IT & prelimineries
 

1 IT overview
 

2 IT terminology 

3 Need, advantages and application of IT 

4 Main areas of IT 

-- Communication technology
 

.- Computer technology
 

-- Printing and graphic technology (including electronic publishingand DTP) 

-- Multimedia / Hypermedia 

5 Information superhighway (Internet) 

6 Hardware 

-- Telephone, telex and fax machines
 

-- Computer hardware and peripheral
 

-- Modems
 

-- Acoustic couplers
 

7 Electronic exchange of message 

-- Electronic mail 

-- Teleconferencing (audio and video) 

-- Computer conferencing 

8 Legislative and regulatory issues 

-- copyright 

-- Intellectual property right 

-- Trans-border data flow 

9 Standards relating to IT 
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Module-2 : Communication technology & networking 

1 Communication systems : electronic and optical 

2 Transmission of signals 

3 Transmission media: wire and cable, microwave, satellite and optical 

4 Transmission devices: telephone, telex, fax, etc. 

5 Gateways and switching systems. 

6 Networking: models/architechture/topography 

7 Protocols and exchange formats 

8 Telecommunication networks and satellite networks 

9 Local, national and international networks 

Module-3 : Electronic data processing & library automation 

1 Computer basics 

2 Data structure and data models 

3 File organisation and file security 

4 Software and programming 

-- Basics ofprogramming : algorithm and flow-charting 

-- Programming languages 

-- Program writing by a language suitable for Library related activities 

5 Data storage 

-- Databases: bibliographical and non-bibliographical; on-line and CD-ROM 

-- Creation and maintenance of databases 

-- DBMS packages 

6 Data/information processing 

-- on-line and batch processing 

-- Data manipulation: sorting, merging, etc 

7 Searching and dissemination of information 

-- Search strategies and techniques 

-- On-line and off-line searching 

-- CD-ROM searching 
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-- Current and retrospective searching
 

-- National and international database searching services
 

-- Documentation list compilation
 

-- Selective dissemination of information 

8 Library automation 

-- Automated models for various, library operations 

-- LIS related packages 

9 Text processing (including word processing) 

Module-4 : IT practice 

1 Exchange of message through telex, fax and E. Mail 

2 File organisation 

3 Creation and maintenanceof databases 

4 Data processing and manipulation: sorting, merging,export, import 

5 Writing library oriented program using any suitable language 

6 Use of DBMS and LIS packages 

7 Informationsearching through databases and networks 

8 Multimediahandling 

9Drafting andeditingnotes,letters, reminders, etc usinga suitablewordprocessingsoftware 

It may be mentionedhere that the above modules have beendrafted keeping in view the 
one-yearmasterdegree course. In caseof two-year integratedcourse,an additionalmodule 
coveringthe contents of the module suggestedfor the bachelordegree course may have to 
be added as the students of the two-year course are not expected to have any exposure of 
the computer basics. 

8 Conclusion 

It is true that most of the LIS schools in the country have genuine constraints, like lack 
offunds for settingup computerlaboratoriesand purchasingmachinesand non-availability 
of teachershaving expertise in IT. This often deters some from introducing the technology 
in their course curricula. Even those who have introduced the technology are facing 
problems in imparting effective training. This is certainly very discouraging. However, a 
few schools like BIT, INSDOC and DRTC have been able to produce such professionals 
who have successfullycompetedwith computerprofessionals. This should be our aim and 
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we should make allout efforts to promptly and seriously meet the challenge as otherwise 
persons from outside our profession having expertise in IT may replace the professional 
workers in libraries and information centres. And if this happens, our profession will be 
demoralised, divided and possibly doomed. 
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Abstract 

Discusses about the Local Area Network (LAN) - its necessity, 
technologies, topologies, different components, operating systems etc. 
A model for campus network is given with brief notes on different 
components of the network. For Indian universities, it is high time to 
build campus network, because ERNET has been developed with the 
objective to provide Internet connectivity to the Educational and R& D 
institutes. At the same time, INFLIBNET is also being developed though 
at snails pace - its objective is to interconect all the university libraries 
and R&D centres. Hence, LAN is now must for university campuses. 

1 Introduction 

A Local Area Network (LAN) is a network ofservers, workstations and peripheral devices 
in a single geographical area connected together to optimize resource sharing. The 
geographical area can be a building to that of a University Campus. A server is a system 
where the application software and common data are stored to provide accessibility to the 
workstations. Workstations are systems (generally PCS) that access servers to get data or 
software. These are also called clients. Hence, the client/server architecture. However, it 
should be noted that client/server architecture is extended to operating systems and 
application programs, where the software can handle requests from client software. 
Peripheral devices like printers, tape drives can also be part of a LAN, so that they can be 
shared by the systems in the network. 

2 Why Local Area Networks 

The architecture of LANs is some what different from that of multiuser systems like 
mainframes and mini computers. (It should be noted that these systems can be used in 
LANs as servers). In a multiuser environment, the main system is connected to dumb 
terminals (not PCS - just a terminal and a key board), using serial ports. These terminal 
provide Input/Output access to the multiuser systems and do not contain Central Processor 
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Unit (CPU) of their own. Whenever a user attempts to invoke a program, the request is 
communicated to the multiuser system then the program is excuted on the main system 
and the output is passed on to the terminal. One of the disadvantages of communicating 
with serial port is that both the system and the terminal should be in very close proximity. 
The serial port cannot transmit, if the cable is more than 50 feet and transmission speed is 
19,200 bits per second. The length of the serial port cables and the speed are serious 
limitations and paved the way for emergence ofLANs. The following table brings out the 
broad differences between multi-user system and Local Area Networks. 

Multiuser System	 LAN 

. Server Operating system UNIX	 UNIX, Novell NetWare, 
WindowsNT 

Client Operating System None	 Any OS 

Clients	 Dumbterminals PCS/Workstations 

Cables	 Serial ports Coaxial, twisted pair, optical fibre 

Geographical area A large room A largebuildingto a big campus 

Application Software Runs on the main system Runson the client 

3 Technologies of LANs 

Broadly, the LAN technologies can be grouped into the following 

1. ARCNET 

2. Ethernet 

3. FOOl 

4. ATM 

3.1 ARCNET: Although ARCNET is the least expensive of the LAN technologies, it is 
becoming out dated. ARCNET can use coaxial cables or fibre optic lines of length upto 
2,000 feet per segment with a total network span of20,000 feet. The speed of transmission 
is upto 2.5 Mbps. ARCNET uses a Token-bus Scheme for line sharing among workstation 
and other devices on a LAN. 

3.2 Ethernet: Of the LAN technologies, this is most widely used technology. Originally 
from Xerox and further improved by Xerox, DEC and Intel. Ethernet uses either coaxial 
cable or varieties oftwisted pair cables and can transmit messages from 1OMbpsto gigabits. 
Ethernet uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Carrier Detection protocol. Although 
the most popular Ethernet is 10BASE - T, Fast Ethernets or 100BASE - T are gaining 

popularity as they can transmit information at 100 Mbps. 
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3.3 FDDI: Fibre Distribution-Data Interface can transmit data on aLAN ranging upto 200 

kms. As the name suggests, it uses fibre optic lines and can support thousands ofusers, 
offering a transmission speed of 100 Mbps. It can be used to interconnect LANs. However, 

this is a very expensive LAN technology. 

3.4 ATM : Another technology that has become a competitor to other is ATM (Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode). ATM can transmit data at one billion bits per second (1 Gbps) using fibre 

optics cable. ATM is basically is switching technology that carries signals in 53 byte cells 

as packets. In this technology a cell is processed asynchronously relative to other related 

cells and is queued before being multiplexed over the line. 

4 LAN Topologies 

A network topology discribes the arrangement ofthe systems/devices on LAN conceptually 

and pictorially where the servers, workstations, cables, peripheral devices and other network 

devices are indicated. Following sections describe the most important network topologies 

mentioned bellow. 

1. Star topology 

2. Bus topology 

3. Ring topology. 

4.1 Star Topology: In star topology the workstations are directly connected to the server, 

which is typically the case with multiuser mainframe or minicomputer environment where 

the dumb terminal are connected to the main system. The star topology requires more 

wiring as dedicated line go from the main system to the workstains. Arcnet basically uses 

star topology although it can use bus topology. The 1OBase-T Ethernet can operates in 

Bus-based Ethernet using a Star-wired configutation using unshielded twisted pair. Using 

repeaters or hubs with this topology can cover area by creating cascaded star topology, 

where a cable from a hub can be connected to another hub. For example, a 8-port hub can 

connect 8 workstions to the hub. In a cascaded star one of the 8 ports is connected to 

another hub, leaving the rest of 7 ports to the workstations. It should be noted that all the 

ports can be connected to 8 hubs. 
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Bus 
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Ring 

Figure 1 : LAN topologies 

4.2 Bus Topology: In a bustopology all the systems and devices on the localareanetwork 
areattached to a linedirectly andall signals pass througheachof the devices. Eachsystem 
or device has a unique identity and accept the signal intended for it or- signal meant for 
othersystems/devices. It workssimilarto that ofthe familiar transport Bus stops,at every 
bus stopthe passengers are eitherdropped or picked up. Bustopology of LANis not to be 
confused withthe bustechnology usedin motherboardsof systerris~'AItli6ugh the concept 
workson similar lines the latter is intended for data transmission amonghard disks, CD
ROMdrives, printersetc,withina singlecomputer system. This topology is fairly popular 
and is implemented usinghubs. 

4.3 Ring Topology: In ring topology the systems/devices are connected along a path, 
where the lastsystem/device is connected to the first, forming a ring (of course, the firstor 
last device has no meaning in ring). Thedatatransmission in a ring is unidirectional and a 
controlling device intercepts andmanages theflowofdatatransmission. Thebestexamples 
ofthis topology is that ofToken Ring networks. 
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·5 Cabling 

There are broadly three types ofcabling used for connecting systems on aLAN viz coaxial, 
twisted pair, fibre optic lines. 

5.1 Coaxial Cables: These cables are widely used by cable TV operators to provide 
number of channels and are also used by telephone departments. This cable consists of a 
physical channel carrying signals and this is surrounded by another physical channel, both 
running along the same axis. The outer,layer is used as a ground. 

5.2 Twisted Pair: Twisted pair cable, as the name suggests consists of two copper wires, 
where each is insulated to reduce electromagnetic induction. To transmit a signal both the 
copper wires are used. Sometimes the twisted pair cable is enclosed in a shield that works 
as a ground. These cables are called Shielded Twisted Pair (STP). The twisted pair that is 
not shielded is called Unshielded Twisted pair (UTP). As it is less expensive than coaxial 
cable, this is the most widely used cables in LANs. There are two categories of twisted 
pairs cable - cat -3 and cat -5. On fast Ethernet cards, it is essential to use cat - 5 cable. 

5.3 Fibre OpticalLines: These lines are made of glass or plastic wire or fibre and the data 
transmission takes place as light impulses. The advantages of this cable over others are a) 
the transmission speed is high as signals travel at the speed of light, b) volume of data is 
high and c) is not prone to electromagnetic disturbances. However, its very costly as it 
requires expensive protective outer layer and installations is more labour-intensive. 

This technology offers the fastest transmission as the speed can range from 155 Mbps to 
622 Mbps as this technology can be implementable by hardware rather than software.This 
technology has lot more promise in the future as it is expected to reach the transmission 
speed of 10 Gbps. 

6 Other Components of LAN 

6.1 Hubs: A Hub is similar to a junction box in home electricity, the difference being the 
data transmitted to-and-fro. A hub consists of a main circuit from which a number of 
systems are connected using cables mostly twisted pair cables. Generally the hubs are 
available as 6,8,12,16,24 port hubs. 

6.2 Switch: The distinction between hubs and switches is that the hub is the place where 
data comes together and the switch is what determines how and what data is forwarded 
from the place where data comes together. 

6.3 NIC : A Network Interface Card is a circuit board that is installed on a computer. Both 
servers and clients are required to have NICs. In an Ethernet based network technology, 
they are called Ethernet Cards. NICs are connected to the network cable, just as a serial 

.port is connected to a peripheral device like mouse, or printer. In a TCP/IP based network 
each Ethernet card is assigned an IP address. Sometimes the servers may be fixed with 
more than one NIC. 
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6.4 Servers: Broadly servers can be classified as application servers and file servers. The 

application servers run the programs requested by clients, where as in the case of file 

servers, the files containing the software are retrieved from the server and loaded onto the 

clients CPU. In addition, a file server can store common files ofall the clients. For example, 

in a database environment, the database files shared by clients can be stored on the servers 

and the server takes care of the security measures with regard to read/write permissions. 
Many operating systems treat peripheral a device as a file. This feature allows the users in 
a LAN to share peripheral devices like printers, as they are nothing but files to the operating 
systems. 

As many of the Personal Computers have Pentium chips, they can be used as servers. 
However, it is always expected that a server should have a higher configuration. Of the 
Intel Chips, Pentium Pro and Pentium II based machines are designed to be used as servers. 

These servers can be loaded with any of the LAN Operating systems. Other UNIX based 
Servers are from DIGITAL (Alpha Chip based), SUN Micro Systems, IBM, Silicon Graphic 

International (SGI), HP. As a general rule the servers should have faster chip, more cache 
memory, high disk capacity, faster Bus (like EISA bus). 

6.5 Network Operating Systems (NOS) 

A local area network can have a variety ofplatforms having different systems. In addiition, 

a server can act as a client to another server. A machine designated as a client, however, 

cannot bea server. There are many operating systems that can be used as NOS. 

UN/X: UNIX was introduced in 1969 by AT & T Bell Laboratories. As the major part of 
the operating system was written in C (high level language), it became the first open 
operating system that could be loaded on to any platform from PCS to Super computers. 
Unfortunately, this advantage of UNIX led to many variations in UNIX. There are about 
18 major flavours of UNIX -- SCO-UNIX, Solaris, UNIX-OSF/I, LINUX etc. UNIX is a 
highly priced operating system. However, LINUX, a product ofthe Internet buffs, is freely 
available on Internet or CD-ROM for a paltry price. 

In UNIX based LAN environment, the TCPIIP is used as the network protocol. Each 
system on the network is uniquely assigned a four-byte IP address, just as in the case of 

Internet, which uses mostly TCPlIP. The clients, ifthey are not UNIX machines, use TCPI 
IP clients. One such program for DOS based PCS is PC-TCP/IP, a freeware from National 
Centre for Supercomputing Application. However, to use X-windows based programs 

one has to have an X-emulator on PCS like X vision or Deskview. As network underactivity 
is with TCPlIP, UNIX can be extended to be on Internet. In fact, UNIX is the most popular 

OS on Internet, where the servers can be used as LAN and Internet servers. 
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NETWARE: This product is from Novell Incorporation. Originally Netware was designed 
to support a network ofDOS machines. Recent versions ofNetware allow a wide variety 
of Operating Systems on the LAN, and is extended to be an Internet server. The latest 
version Netware 5 supports Novell's own IPX protocol and TCP/IP. Its strong competitor 
is Windows NT. 

WindowsNT: Windows NT from Microsoft is gaining popularity basically for two reasons. 

It provides windows environment and it.is cheaper. Of late, it is gaining popularity over 

Novell Netware, although a feeble contended to UNIX. 

7 A Model for Campus Wide Local Area Network 

Generally, Universities have a number of departments. In addition, there are a few units 

which provide a common facility to the entire University, like the library, Computer 

Centre etc. The departments may be very small and quite large. In case oflarger departments, 

library and Computer Centre, they can have a separate LAN of their own. It is presumed 

that the campus wide network is having access to Internet. 

7.1 Central Computer facility: It is expected that this Centre hosts a large number of 

systems and is connected to the Internet using a leased line. As far as network design is 

concerned, it is recommended a Cascaded Star topology with fast Ethernet using Fibre 

optical line or Thick Ethernet Cable as backbone using TCP/IP protocol. 

For Internet connectivity, the Centre requires 

a V.35 modem 

b a Router 

Primary Domain Name Server 

d Secondary Domain Name Server 

e a Switch 

V.35 Modem: The most widely used Internet connectivity is using 64 Kbps Leased lines 

from Department of Telecommunication. The DOT provides two pairs of lines and these 

are connected to the modem. The purpose of the modem is to translate the digital signals 

of computer to analog so that they can be transmitted over analog telephone lines 

(modulation) and translate the analog signals it receives form telephone line to digital 

signals (demodulation) to be passed on to the digital computers. 
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Figure 2: A modelfor University Campus wide LAN 
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Router: IfInternet connection is used only for one system, arouter is not required. However, 
if the University wishes to provide Internet access to the system on the LAN, router is 
essential. A router is a device which decides the next network point to which the data (in 
packets) is to be forwarded. A router consists of a table of the available routes and uses 
this information along with the best route for a given packet. Typically, a packet may go 
through a number ofnetworks with routers to reach the destination. In a University network, 
it can be located at any junction of networks. It is possible to use UNIX machines as 
routers, however, it is always better to have dedicated routers. 

DNS (Domain Name Server): If one has Internet connectivity to the LAN, the University 
should have two Domain Name Servers, the first as primary and the second as secondary. 
The DNS serves the purpose of translating an alphabetic IP address to a numeric address. 
For example, the alphabetic address of isibang.ac.in gets translated into 202.54.37.80. 
Both the DNSs ideally should have internal IP addresses. 

Cables: The main campus should ideally have a fibre optic cable as a back bone, running 
across the campus, whereas the departments and library, a twisted pair (Cat 5) cable should 
be good enough to connect the systems on a department LAN. If the campus is small, thick 
Ethernet line (coaxial cables) can be used as back bone. 

NIC : As fast Ethernet are becoming cheaper and popular, it is advisable to fix a fast 
Ethernet card on each individual system on the LAN. Each Ethernet card is assigned a 
unique local IP address. However, the server can have two Ethernet cards one having the 
local IP address and the other having Internet IP address. That means, these servers can be 
accessible to others on Internet i.e. from any where in the world these can be accessed. 

IP addresses: The IP addresses are allotted by the Internet Service Provider like VSNL or 
ERNET. The RFC (Request For Comments) 1995 suggests IP address to be allotted for 
internal use. The university can choose any of the following address systems for their 
LAN systems 

10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 
172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 
192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255 

The above numbers are not used by Internet. This is to ensure that no conflict would occur. 

However, the IP address ofDNS servers and routers is different. For a 64 Kpbs leased line, 
the Internet service provider allots 16 IP addresses. For example, if the ISP allots 
202.54.37.80 - 95, one can use 202.54.37.80 as the shared IP address, the 202.54.37.82 as 
the address for the DNSI and for DNS2 one can assign 202.54.37.83. whereas the router 
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is assigned 202.54,37.81 for Internet purpose and 192.168.1.1. as the LANIP address, so 
that eachPC on the network recognizes the router as a device on the LAN. In a way the 
router is usedas a default gateway foreachPContheLAN. Forthis reason, the PC should 
have PC TCP/IP software or an operating system like windows 95 in which TCP/IP is 
bundled. 

7.2 LibraryLAN : It is strongly advised that the library shouldhavea server, whichshould 
worka LAN serverandas an Internet server, so that the library canofferits OnlinePublic 
Access Catalogue (OPAC) not only to its usersandto other libraries on the Internet. This 
is evenmoreessential asuniversity libraries wouldbe partofINFLIBNET. The servercan 
be Wintel (Windows onIntelChip) orUNIX depending onthelibrary automation software 
that is beingused. 

In addition to the server, the different units in the library like the Acquisition section, 
Circulation section, Publicaccess catalog, Reference section can have windows 9S based 
PCS. 

Summary: The following linesbriefly present the model. 
Servers: Unix (Linux) or Windows NT 
Clients: PCS with Windows 95 
Topology: Cascaded Star 
NetworkTechnology: Ethernet 
NICs: Fast Ethernet 
Backbone Cable: Fiber optical cableor ThickEthernet Cable 
Cable withinthe departments: UTP Cat-5 cable 

For the Internet : 

V,35 Modem 
Router 
Primary DNS server 
Secondary DNSserver 
24-port Switch 

8 Conclusion 

TheERNET (Education, Research NETwork) objective is to provide Internet connectivity 
to theEducational andR&D institutes, which laysemphasis ontheimportance of accessing 
information available worldwide. Although, the INFLIBNET is goingon at snailspace,it 
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objective of the network to interconnect all the University libraries and R&D centres. It is 
imperative that the University Campuses should build their own Local Area Network, 
laying emphasis on the Library. The model presented should provide a broad picture of 
thevarious network technologies, topologies etcandwehope theywould serve thepurpose 
of a starting if not it is implemented intoto. 
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Abstract 

Attempts to draw the attention of university libraries to set up 
simultaneously an Intranet, Institution's private network using Internet 
technology,jor their own campuses while they are going for establishing 
LAN with the financial support from INFLIBNET. Discusses the 
usefulness of Intranet to meet the Librarian's necessity of accessing 
digitized information from his desk. Defines Intranet with a briefhistory 
behind the origination ofthe concept including its differences with the 
Internet. Emphasizes on implementing Intranet in university libraries 
stating the required components in detail. Describes also the hardware 
and softwares requirement for implementing Intranet facilities in 
universities. Suggests steps to be followed for establishing Intranet. 
Identifies the scope of information services to be rendered through the 
Intranet to the users community ofany university. Recommends strongly 
the university authorities to comeforwardforprovidingfinancial support 
in implementing Intranet by the university libraries to ensure effective 
and efficient information services. 

1 Introduction 

In the age of information explosion, the effective and efficient information services of 
libraries attached to the institute ofhigher learning like universities can be rendered through 
computer network i.e, some interconnected PCs with an intention of sharing resources 
like files, information, peripherals etc. The INFLIBNET, a nation wide Information and 
Library Network, is also insisting libraries attached to research and academic institution 
to develop local area network ( LAN) among various sections / departments under the 
pioneership of central library within their own campuses. In fact, INFLIBNET is a 
major programme of the UOC initiated in 1991 with an objective to automate and network 
libraries in Academic and R&D system to facilitate resource sharing at different levels 
and promote scholarly communication among academicians and researchers in India. 
Initially started as a project, INFLIBNET became an Inter-University Centre (IDC ) of 
UOC in May 1996. The program is being implemented in phased manner. INFLIBNET 
has already extended financial support to a good number of universities in India for 
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establishing computer facilities in libraries, promoting library house keeping activities 
and developing computer communication among libraries and information centres. Till 
now, 87 universities have been funded by the UGC under this program for automation 
and networking. Remaining universities have been given funding for creating core facilities 
to enable them to access information. It is expected that most of the remaining university 
will be covered under this program by the end of the ninth plan period. Very soon, 
INFLIBNET will have an independent VSAT based captive network covering nearly 170 
universities and institution facilitating speedy access to information. Further they ( 
INFLIBNET ) have come forward to 'provide all sort of technical assistance and other 
support for participating in the Internet. Through the process some of the universities 
have developed LAN to establish easy communication among academic and administrative 
departments, sections of libraries etc. 

Due to advancement of technologies, it is now easier to co-ordinate and control works / 
services of all sections / subsections by librarians from his desk over LAN. It is a matter 
of few minutes, a librarian switches on his PC which starts up the single application 
available on it but able to interface with all data-sources of his requirement. A single 
front end that lets him, at a click of a mouse, access information, reports and data generated 
by different sections that he will use in his decision making process. Instant flow of 
information, specially among Librarian, Deputy Librarians and Assistant Librarians having 
responsibilities in different levels, is essential for improving the work and service quality. 
Intranet has solved the problem of accessing computerised information from their own 
desk using web handling techniques. 

2 Intranet: What it is ? 

Some people bear the wrong impression that the 'Intranet' essentially means an in-house 
website. Just like, Internet does not consist ofWWW (World Wide Web) alone, Intranets 
accumulate many facilities of new technology with lower cost. PCs starts up the single 
application available on it that interfaces with all the data sources one need to refer. At a 
click of mouse, a single front end helps to access information. Some information are 
used by users against their queries whereas some information are strictly used by the top 
personnel for their decision making process. If librarian wants to know the figures to 
judge the performance of any section, to review the receipts and non receipts of books 
and or library materials against the placed orders, to review the utilisation of fund allotted 
department wise, to review the user services etc, he can have these information at once 
with a mouse click. All these were possible using technology that first evolved on the 
Internet, but very quickly moved into closed perimeters of the library premises or campus 
which is known as Intranet. So, it can be defined as the private networkof libraries/ 
information centres developed using technologies similar to Internet or any other similar 
technology. 
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2.1 Origin ofIntranet 

To understand the historical development of Intranet we must first look at its origin 
the Internet, the mother of all networks. Though many presume the Internet to be a fairly 
recent phenomenon, it actually started off in the late 1960s, and has been growing ever 
since. But until the early 1990s, a very few actually used the Internet for anything.In 
1993, things changed a lot with the introduction of a new technology called WWW.In 
fact, this technology was not really new - it just bound together existing technologies into 
a new form. It was 'human - compatible' and could be used by just about anyone without 
any formal training. And the required components were a computer, a mouse, Internet 
connection and the Web Browser (i.e. one single application that allowed access to all 
the information that made the Internet, the biggest information sources in history). To 
navigate the web, this was sufficient - even the keyboard became an optional accessory of 
rare usage. It was entirely possible to search for, and find useful information on the web 
without so much as touching the keyboard. The total scenario seemed to change 
ridiculously that no one had thought of it before. Some top ranked professional, who so 
far had shied away from using computer themselves in the office, happily set up and used 
computer at home to access the Internet. 

Now people started to think why they could not implement such technology earlier through 
which information would be so easy to find, access, download and use. Simultaneously, 
the need for accessing available information from the everywhere within an organisation 
was felt as it worked for Internet. Slowly a new field has come into picture - the use of 
Internet technology to deliver internal information over LAN. Hence the concept of 
Intranet is born. Intranet is getting popularity among institutions having a large number 
ofusers and / or with remote locations distributed over wide geographical areas to facilitate 
dissemination of information efficiently and effectively. 

2.2 Differences between Internet and Intranets 

Going to find the difference between Internet and Intranet is more or less' an exercise of 
searching a needle in the haystack. These two use the same technology, the same 
application, and the same concepts - one could say that they are identical twins, born a 
few years apart. The Intranet's universe is a particular institution whereas the Internet's 
universe is the whole world. However, there are purely technical subtle differences 
among them. The bandwidth used for internet connection is not sufficient, things just do 
not seem to move fast enough when number of users increased. Whereas Intranets 
generally have more than enough bandwidth which proves its speedy communication 
capability. 

3 Components of Intranet 

For building an Intranet in university libraries, librarian has to think about some essential 
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components for it. However, most ofthe cases some ofthese components will already be 
available as existing facility, remaining components must be incorporated. 

3.1 LAN 

A Local Area Network (LAN) is to be treated as essential transport medium ofIntranet. 
.In case, the library has existing LAN system having TCP / IP (Transfer Control Protocol 
/ Internet Protocol) server and clients, that will be good enough for building Intranet. 
However, if existing operating system (OS) is not compatible then it is advisable to add a 
separate intranet server running a totally different operating system which will support 
Intranet facilities. 

3.2 Protocol 

Protocol is a predefined set of rules, basically the language spoken by machines, to 
communicate with one another. For machines to be able to communicate with each 
other, they must be running the same protocol. TCP / IP is the protocol of the internet, 
and by extension, for any Intranet. So TCP / IP should be installed and configured on all 
servers and clients which are the part of Intranet. However, if it is felt that one or two 
computers (nodes) are to be kept out of Intranet, that can be done by not implementing 
TCP / IP on them. 

3.3 Hardware and Softwares 

As far as hardware is concerned, it may be mentioned that there is no fixed type / 
configuration. But one machine with latest configuration dedicated to hosting Intranet is 
always preferred. This will act as a separate server for Intranet application. Server means 
an application or work-station that provides services, resources, or data to a client 
application or work-station. 

. For software, a webserver and a mailserver is needed. In fact, the webserver will host the 
web pages and dish them out to everyone whereas the mailserver will run internal mail 
system. 

( i ) Mailserver : In case of university libraries, where Intranet is to be implemented, 
it may be considered that queries from clients (nodes) come in the form 
of mail. So mail will in all probability be the major application on 
intranet. Users from all community will be using this application which 
is able to produce the most immediate results in terms of increased 
productivity from reducing time and costs. In fact mail is one of the 
easiest services to implement on intranet. So it is often a good idea to 
start intranet with just in-house e-mail facility, and then slowly work 
towards implementing the rest of the facilities. 

( ii ) Webserver: Though it may not be essential in beginning, but the most visible 
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part of any intranet will be the webpages put up in near future. And to 
get them up, a webserver is must. They ranges from personal webservers 
to heavy duty ones. Selecting the webserver mainly depends on the 
volume of webpages, those are expected to be put up and number of 
clients those will be accessing them. Now-a-days network operating 
systems (NOS) come with bundled web servers, e.g. lIS (Internet 
Information Server) is attached with Windows NT. However for a small 
setup, Microsoft Personal Webserver for Windows 95 is good enough to 
start with. 

A proposed configuration for server 1nodes are given in Appendices. 

3.4 Web Browsers and Editors 

Browsers are web access softwares which act as the interfacing tools for browsing 
information on the Internet. Now-a-days the browsers are becoming a universal front
end for many things including mail. The two heavy weight browsers Netscape Navigator 
and Internet Explorer, come with bundled e-mail front-ends. However, they go much 
beyond displaying webpages and reading mail. So Intranet, Internet and local hard disks, 

.all merge into one and user can navigate them as in the same way that people do to navigate 
webpage. Moreover, Netscape Navigator has become communicator and integrates Web 
Authoring, Conferencing etc. Thus there are compelling reasons to go for one of these 
two heavy weight browsers. 

For creating any web 'document, an editor is needed. An HTML editor makes things 
more elegant in respect of designing the pages. HTML coders are getting popularity as 
they supports WYSIWYG (What You ~eels What You Get) techniques which emphasizes 
on content and layout. However organisation ofpages is the most important issue, which 
is to be done very carefully so that users become more interested to use it. In this respect, 
librarian's experience, knowledge on handling professional tools and techniques will be 
better than any other experts. 

3.5 Web-ware Productivity tools 

The important point to bear in mind that the HTML editors are to be used only for getting 
the ground work done. For regular work, web-ware productivity tools - word processor, 
spreadsheets, presentations package - can be used to publish to Iintranet. All three suites 
- Corel Perfect Office 7/8, Lotus Smart Suite 97, and Microsoft Office 97 are webware 
and can be used for Intranet publishing. 
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3.6 E-mail Front-ends
 

E-mail front-ends are used to handle e-mail services through Intranet. Today e-mail front 
ends are bundled with different operating systems. E-mail front-ends is a part of Internet 
Explorer of Windows 95. Pine of Unix running machine can also be accessed for this 
purpose by telenetting to the Unix host. Microsoft Office 97 offers a front-end for e-mail 
through its outlook services. 

3.7 Proxy Server 

Universities, generally, suffer from financial limitations, leaving the dream to have more 
than one Internet connection single connection is treated as good enough for universities. 
A single internet dial-up connection to the Intranet can be shared by multiple users installing 
a proxy server. A proxy server is a piece of software installed on the PC that dials up to 
the Internet. When that PC connects to the Internet, other users on the local network can 
access the Internet through proxy server. That means they can access the web, read mail, 
ftp, telnet and do any thing else as ifeach of them has a live connection through a separate 
modem and phone line. Of course, if everyone's finally sharing one phone line and 33.6 
kbps modem connections, things begin to slow down as more user come online. But it is 
still a dramatically effective way to share an Internet connection among many users. 
However installation of fast leased line will provide a better result. 

To provide Internet services through Intranet, a proxy server is must. The proxy server 
dials in to Internet connection ( TCP / IP ) and all the nodes on the network can access the 
Internet through the proxy. 

4 Setting up an Intranet 

Library and Information Centres deal with DBMS package mainly and some office 
management packages a very little. For providing effective information services, 
developing LAN system slowly becomes mandatory. Considering the university library 
has existing LAN facilities, steps to be followed for setting up an Intranet system are 
discussed here. It would be easier to implement intranet, if a working LAN system is 
existing in the university. 

4.1 Planning/or Intranet 

Efficiency of intranet depends on its planning. So this beginning step has importance and 
must be worked out carefully. If necessary, already existed Intranet of other organisation 
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must be visited to share ideas, also experts opinion can be sought for technical support in 
this regard. Decision has to be taken regarding to what extent Intranet will be available 
to its users, whether personal pages will be allowed, guidelines for layout of the pages, 
who will administer the site etc. Also other decision like whether the Intranet would be 
connected to Internet either through leased lines or dial up lines; whether this connections 
would be just for e-mail or would be allowed to browse web. 

In case of university libraries, it may be assumed that at least one node will be provided 
for each sections. In fact there must be some nodes dedicated for user services. Depending 
on the type of work / services to be carried out by the nodes, a strong decision has to be 
taken for providing facilities. Accordingly interface programs to different applications 
are to be chosen. 

In fact, to administer Intranet a committee is to be formed. Decision on Intranet styles 
and content should mostly be defined by that committed. And these decisions are to be 
taken on the basis of convenience of user group within broad frameworks to be established 
by the mechanism that are normally followed in the library concern. 

4.2 Organising Intranet 

This step may also be known as system structuring. Intranet planning to be fruitful needs 
its sound organisation, which means that such a structure is to be established which is 
capable of achieving the set goals. It includes addressing for Intranets. Computers (nodes) 
on an Intranet will know each other by the IP address assigned to interfaces / network 
cards. A computer may have more than one / network cards and so each of them will be 
assigned different IP addresses. An IP address is a number to represent a network card 
uniquely on the Internet or on the Intranet. In an IP based Intranet, every machine on the 
same physical networks sees all the data packets sent out on the network. As the number 
of nodes on a network grows, network traffic will grow many fold, bringing down 
performance drastically. In such a situation, proper organisation is needed. The total 
Intranet has to be divided into different subnetworks to minimise the traffic across the 
different subnetworks. Interconnection between the different subnets would be provided 
by routers, which will only transmit data meant for another subnet across itself. 

4.3 Selecting Hardware and Softwares 

Selection of hardware and softwares is the crucial step where anticipated future has to be 
considered with the present existing system. The computer world is ever changing. In 
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this situation a concrete decision is to be taken regarding the configuration of server and 

nodes. The server machine will depend on the size of the Intranet, number of nodes to be 

added in future. It is always preferable to go for latest configuration available in the 
market. For example, Pentium II microprocessor of 333 MHz is the latest model today, 
so this can be selected with Ultra Fast and Wide SCSI Hard disk and 64 MB RAM or 
more. Now-a-days, most of the softwares come on CD ROM, so CD drive is essential. 
For taking back ups regularly, backup devices like CTD (Cartridge Tape Drive), DAT 
(Digital Audio Tape) drive etc must he added. For future expansion, suitable provision 
must be kept. However, a proposal on configuration for hardware is given in the Appendix 
I. 

Presently, INFLIBNET is providing some financial assistance to university libraries for 
their computerisation. In fact, they have suggested some configuration also in the point 
ofview that university libraries may develop LAN. It would be better idea for university 
authority to add some extra fund with that and going for developing campus Intranet on 
the basis of need. 

4.4 Developing Prototype Model 

It is not a good approach to provide access to all users from the very beginning. Rather 
this can be implemented for a very few selective clients to test and to stabilize the system. 
In case of a large campus university, different academic and administrative departments 
are situated in different places individually or two / three departments are placed in separate 
buildings. While planning to set up Intranet in such a situation, there may be accumulation 
of Bus, Ring and Star topological architecture and also those are organised mostly by 
dividing them into different subnetworks. Each subnetwork is formed by connecting 
some of the departments / sections. So it is always preferable to implement Intranet 
facilities in individual subnetwork one by one to observe its efficiency. Finally, total 
Intranet system will be implemented. 

4.5 Manpower Development 

Manpower development implies making people knowledgeable about handling the new 
technology. The personnel of the university library must be well trained on how to work 
with Intranet and specially how to combine professional tools and techniques with the 
facilities available in Intranet. This can be arranged by inviting experts to the library or 
sending personnels to specialised institutes who are arranging such training course. 
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4.6 Quality Controlling in Productivity 

In case of university, implementing new technology is very difficult, unless it could be 
proved that the new system is really more productive in the sense of its usefulness. And 
university authority must be convinced, otherwise they will become the constraint. So it 
is the duty of Librarians / Deputy Librarians / Assistant Librarians to make the system 
more productive with high quality. User satisfaction is one of the parameters to judge the 
system's quality. Librarians has to have keen watch on the total system to improve the 
quality of works and services of different sections. 

4.7 Collecting Feed Back 

Collecting feed back from the user as well as from the personnels is the best way to know 
the effectiveness of services rendered from different sections. While implementing new 
technology, it can not be expected that the system will bring full satisfaction to its users 
from the very beginning. Always there must be a scope of collecting feed back mainly 
from users. Frequent meeting with all professional staff also will provide some suggestion 
to overcome difficulties and dissatisfaction. 

4.8 Carrying out R&D Activity 

For the betterment of the activities of the system where new technology has been 
implemented, there must be a scope of rethinking and restructuring. So the librarian can 
constitute a small R&D cell having a few interested professionals who will able to 
contribute their ideas. On the basis of outcome of their meeting, new things may be 
implemented for testing. Ifit works well, then that particular feature can be added to the 
Intranet for ever. Slowly this R&D activity will prove the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the new technology which will help to increase faith on the library professionals. 

5 Information Services and Intranets 

Due to severe financial constraint the university libraries were suffering a lot. Thank to 
INFLIBNET for taking initiative to help university libraries and give them a new life. 
All traditional services can be rendered by implementing Intranet. As it has already been 
mentioned that Intranet works in the line of Internet, knowledge of web authoring is 
required for working with the Intranets. Mainly knowledge of editing HTML document 
using any well known Web editor ( e.g. Frontpage 98 ) and browsing them is essential. 
There is enormous scope of providing fruitful information work and services through 
Intranets. However, few are enlisted here. 
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( a ) Reference Services: Reference Section is one of the most essential and important 
sections for university libraries. Users from their own desk can put 
reference queries ina specific web page built for reference services and 
in response of which the Reference Librarian (i.e. Assistant Librarian of 
Reference Section) can reply in the same way. Besides with the advent 
of Compact Disk (CD) and multimedia technologies, now-a-days, 
reference tools like atlases, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, manuals, year 
books, directories are available on CDs. If these reference tools are 
mounted on jukebox and connected as CD network being a part of 
Intranet, users will be allowed to access these at a time through Intranet. 

( b ) Current Content Service: Current-contents, the most popular Current Awareness 
Service ( CAS) , can be provided through Intranet. Contents pages of 
received journals can be published as "CURRENT CONTENTS" 
webpage on the Intranet either by key-in through keyboard or by scanning 
with scanner. User will browse the corresponding webpage to access 
information. 

( c) New Arrivals Information Services: Most of the university libraries are maintaining a 
separate stack named as "NEW ARRIVALS" where latest additions like 
books are displayed first. This also can be done through a dedicated 
"NEW ARRIVALS" webpage ofIntranet. Cover pages and title pages of 
those books can be scanned, stored as image files and linked them through 
the respective webpage which will help user to find documents, if any, 
of their Internet. 

(d) Periodical Subscription Information Services: For the periodical sections, a webpage 
may be developed containing information about journal subscriptions. 
It should able to generate a report on various points like title of the journal, 
volume, issue number, publisher, ISSN, SUbscription rate, period for 
which subscribed, date of receive, last issue received etc. In fact, this 
will help user to know the availability of a particular issue as well as the 
librarian to send an intimation for missing issues. 

Only four information services are illustrated here. However, other services like Online 
Catalogue, Online Circulation, SOl etc will also be possible through Intranet. Besides 
these information services librarians will able to perform some administration works over 
Intranet. For example, generally book ordering is done only after selection of books by 
academic departments in universities. So librarian can serve a notice to departments 
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requesting to select books mentioning the amount allotted for respective departments 
over Intranet. In response to which departments can also send the list of selected books 
to be procured to the librarian over the same Intranet. Similarly all other administrative 
works and servises like sending correspodences, memorandum, reminders etc will be 
performed successfully by the librarian using Intranet. 

6 Conclusion 

Intranet is the latest technology which has added the new dimension to the effective and 

efficient information services in the automated and network environment. The Intranet 

based resources and services are valuable and slowly becoming popular. Intranet is able 

to provide information on queries as and when needed.With the financial support of 

INFLIBNET, university libraries are going for developing LAN. Hence it is a right time 

for librarians to convince the university authority about the usefulness of Intranet so that 

it can be implemented to enhance efficiency ofinformation system to have user satisfaction. 

Also university authority should encourage librarians and extend support to introduce 

Intranet. 
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APPENDIX-I 

Hardware and Peripherals 

A proposed configuration ofComputers (Server / Nodes) for developing an intranet 

in a University campus. 

Sl. No.	 Specifications 

1	 Server 

Pentium II Server 

CPU :Pentium II @ 333 MHz 

Cache :512 KB (Write Back) 

RAM : 64 MB SDRAM ECC, Upgradable to 384 MB 

Hard Disk :10GB Ultrafast and wide SCSI, Upgradable to 36 GB Hot 

Plugability 

CD-Drive :32 X 

Floppy Drive :2.88 MB (3.5 inch) 

Ethernet Card :32 bit PCI ( 100 MBPS ) 

Key Board :PS / 2 

Monitor :Color 21 inch SVGA ( 1024 X 768 pixel) 

Mouse :Microsoft 
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DAT :4/8 GB on SCSI controller 

Windows 98 bundled 

Machine to be Windows 98, Windows NT, sca UNIX, Novell Netware 

certified. 

All controllers to be 32 bit. 

2 Proxy Server 

Pentium II Desktop 

CPU :Pentium II @ 300 MHz 

Cache :512 KB (Write back) 

RAM :64 MB SDRM ECC 

Hard Disk :4 GB Ultrafast and wide SCSI 

CD-Drive :32 X with Multimedia Kit 

Floppy Drive :2.88 MB (3.5 inch) 

Ethernet Card :32 bit PCI ( 100 MBPS ) 

Key Board :PS / 2 

Monitor :Color 21 inch SVGA ( 1024 X 768 pixel) 

Controller :AGP with 4MB 

Mouse :Microsoft 

Windows 98 bundled 

Machine to be Windows 98, Windows NT, sca UNIX, Novell Netware 

certified. 

All controllers to be 32 bit. 

3 Nodes 

Pentium II Desktop 

CPU :Pentium II @ 300 MHz 

Cache :512 KB 

RAM :32 MB SDRAM, Upgradable to 64 MB 

Hard Disk :4.3 GB UDMA 

CD-Drive : 32 X 

Floppy Drive :2.88 MB 
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Ethernet Card :32 bit PCI ( 100 MBPS) 

Key Board :PS / 2 

Monitor :Color 14 inch SVGA Card with 2 MB RAM 

Mouse :Microsoft 

Windows 98 bundled 

Machine to be Windows 98, Windows NT, sca UNIX, Novell Netware 

certified. 

All controllers to be 32 bit. 

4 Printers 

a)Epson 24 pin, 136 Column, 330cps LQ 2070 + DX Printer 

b)HP Deskjet 890C Printer 

c)Laser Jet Printer HP LJ 6L ( 600dpi, A4 size, 6PPM ) 

5 Hubs :UTP Hub  16 Port and 8 port 

6 Modem : 33.6 Kbps modem with Leased line telephone connection 

7 Barcode Scanner :CCD Scanner with Windows based Barcode Generating Soft
ware 

8 Color Scanner :HP Scanner SJ 6100 C 

9 GIST cards 

10 CD Towers 
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Softwares 

1 Windows 98 

2 Intranetware from Novell 

a) Novell Web Server 3.1 . 

b) Internet Access Server 

c) Intranetware FTP Server with client access licence 

or 

MS Windows NT 4.0 ( Internet Information Server 3 ) 

a) Option pack 

b) MS Windows NT Server Client Access License 

3 Frontpage 98 

4 MS SQL Server 6.5 with Client Access licence 
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Universals in Information Languages
 
Psycho-Linguistic Evidences
 

Subai Chandra Biswas " 

Abstract 

Communication ofinformation is themajorconcern ofinformation science; 
language is the primary vehicle fur communication of information. 
An'information language'(IL) is a meansofcommunication ofinformation 
aboutdocuments to thepotential users ofthosedocuments inan information 
system. In their search for universally valid general principles of ILs, 
information scientists have looked into many fields of study including 
linguistics and/orpsychologyto establish theirtheses. This paper attempts 
to evaluate the works of information scientists belonging to the above 
categories. Concludes thatpsycho-linguistic explanations arenot enough 
to prove the claims ofuniversality ofILs 

1 Introduction 

Communication of feelings and information have intergral and indispensable aspects of 
life not only of the human beings, but also of the large number of members of the animal 
kingdom since time immemorial. As a result, scholars have spent lot oftime to find out the 
intricacies ofthe communication process in general and human communication process in 
particular. Human communication process involves language, which is the spectrum from 
thought through speech, encompassing the auditory, visual tactile, and gestural modes. 
Linguistics is the science oflanguage, where as psychology is the science that explains the 
human thinking processes. Thus it can be said with confidence that human communication 
process is essentially a psycho-linguistic one and knowledges of both psychology and 
linguistics are required to get into the heart of the process. 

2 Information Languages 

Languages are oftwo basic kinds, viz, natural languages (those people use in their day-to
day communication) and artificial languages (like those used in computers, music, indexes, 
etc). The essential ingredients of natural language (NL) are: (i) the elements/vocabulary, 
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(ii) the semantics, describing those a priori relationships between the elements, and (iii) 
the syntax, prescribing those a posteriori relationships followed during formulation of 
admissible expressions. 

Information systems are concerned with the communication ofinformation about documents 
to the potential users ofthose documents. The means ofcommunication are the 'information 
languages" (lLs) of information systems, which also belong to the category of aritificial 
languages. ILs are alternatively known as 'information retrieval languages', 'documentary 
languages', etc. An IL has been defined as any set of symbols used for expressing certain 
characteristics of data on which data processing is performed, in whatever field. The data 
are frequentlty verbal data. Generally ILs are organised on the semantic plane in the manner 
ofa classification system. Furthermore, these languages possess some form oforganisation 
on the syntactic plane through rules permitting valid combination order. There is a general 
agreement among the great majority of writers on ILs that they are genuine language 
systems and that similar descriptions in terms of vocabulary, syntax and semantics are 
appropriate. However, there are some marked differences between the two as well (cf. 5). 
Classificatory languages using notations such as the classification schemes and verbal 
indexing languages like subject heading lists, thesauri, etc. are the two major sub-categories 
ofILs. 

3 Universals in Information Languages [1] 

The history of classification theory is to a large extent the history of a search for the 
general principles of organization and arrangement that can form the foundations of 
universally valid and acceptable systems ofclassification. The search is a natural outgrowth 
of the basic purpose ILs, the normalization and standardization of communication : the 
more nearly the fundamental structural principles oflLs conform to the mode of thinking, 
writing and understanding of the majority of their users the better they can perform their 
founctions. 

With these aims in mind classificationists have searched for universals in many fields of 
study: from logic and biological taxonomy are derived most of the basic principles of 
classification (such as, the 'whole-part' relation, the 'genus-species' relation), from the 
philosophy of science many ILs have taken the skeleton of the main classes (e.G., Dewey 
Decimal Classification from the Baconian Scheme), from general systems theory the 
Classification Research Group (UK) has adopted the 'theory of integrative levels' (18,4), 
in developmental psychology Farradane (15) has found the basis for his relational indexing. 
In searching the 'hidden roots of classification', Ranganathan (26) suggested that there 
may be an " Absolute Syntax" for subject descriptions: a sequence in which ideas "arrange 

themselves in the minds of a majority of persons" regardless of with ordinary human 
language they speak. 
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4Linguistic Universals in Information Languages 

Although, many ILs use NL words for their purpose (such as, majority of indexing 
languages), information scientists have rarely looked for universals in natural language. 

But this is ture only of surface forms in NL. Many linguists believe that at a 'deep' level 

there are universal features ofNL. If this is so, then there are obvious implications for the 

construction of ILs having some claim to universal validity. 

In recent years, there have been several attempts to prove or disprove the theory that, 

search for universals in ILs is essentially parallel to search for universals in NLs. The issue 

is a multi-faceted one. First, there are those 'non-believers', who assert that an IL differs 

from NL to such an extent that one cannot expect linguistics to provide adequate 

explanations of the ways in which IL functions. The group, itself, is divided into two sub

groups, according to the reasoning they provide. One group believes that "Language (NL) 

is not a medium of expression developed specially for exact and consistent transmission 

ofmeaning (as required in ILs)" and these "inconsistencies oflanguage present a formidable 

barrier" to the forming of universally acceptable structure oflLs (14, p. 298). NLs are so 

varied that, "the number of Linguistic Syntaxes for the name of a subject, in the different 

natural languages all taken together, can become as great as factorial n, where n is the 

number ofkemel terms in the name of the subject" (26, p. 409). The workers in this group 

support the use of traditional library classification schemes using symbols, to represent 
concepts and their interrelationships rather than ambiguous NL expressions. In contrast, 

the other group regards linguistic explantions as over-refined for the purpose of IL 

description. They are especially concerned with automated language processing and/or 

automatic indexing. Workers involved in these researches (e.g., Sparck Jones, Kay, Salton, 

Montgomery, etc.), feel that the link between linguistics and information science remained 

unexploited, because "an explicit knowledge of how human beings receive and transmit 

information was practically unnecessary so long as information processing operations such 

as indexing were performed by humans" (24, p. 195). 

Second, there are those few 'faithfuls', for whom it is a plausible assumption that, should 

universals of language exist, they may be more easily detectable in an IL than in NL, 
because, ILs in general are highly structured and condensed (9). 

In between comes the third group, whom we can call the 'moderates'. According to this 

group, the ways in which subject statements (e.g., titles, subject headings and index entries) 

convey their meanings cannot always be entirely explained through paradigms developed 

for the analysis ofNL. Two main arguments were put forward to support this view (3, pp. 

130-131): 
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(a)	 the linguist is concerned with a wider spectrum of expressions than those found in 
subject headings, indexes, etc. The latters are actually formalized subsets ofNL, or 
paralanguages. Consequently, some but not all linguistic theories have relevance for 
the documentalist; 

(b)	 more strongly, subject statements should not be regarded as a kind or subset ofNL 
utterances, but need to be seen as expressions of different kind, constructed in 
accordance with their own rules, and therefore requiring their own explanations. 

The works of Lynch, Coates, Austin, etc., can be cited as examples of indexing languages 
subscribing to this line of thinking. 

Among ILs, the classificatory languages seem to be least dependent on NL principles, if 
only because concepts are expressed by symbols rather than words. Class- and hierarchy
builiding and establishment of categorical relationships among concepts were the 
preoccupation of classificationists, rather than organizing the concepts deliberately into 
NL syntagms. But, it is possible to trace certain elememts ofNL construction (e.g., in its 
passive declarative sentence form) in classification schemes too (as in Vickery's (29) 
"Standard order" -- Thing (Product) - Constituent - Property - Patient - Action - Agent), 
'especially when schedules deal with concepts relatable as object, action, etc. To Many 
classificationists this may appear to be nothing but nostalgia. On the other hand, indexing 
languages such as, post-coordinate indexes, have given priority to semantic relationships, 
implied in the terms acting as retrieval keys. Boolean Iuncitions (c.g., AND, OR, NOT) 
are used to link terms at the search stage, which are best regarded as logical rather than 
syntactical relationships. Despite the fact that, such systems performed fairly well in natural 
and physical sciences (where the relations are fairly straightforward), problems arose when 
attempts were made to use them in the social sciences, where a set of concepts can be 
interrelated in several meaningful ways. Solutions in the form of role-indicating words 
(e.g., EJC (Engineers Joint Council) and WRU (Western Reserve University) 'Roles'), 
attachable to indexing terms, were introduced. Some saw these roles as parallels to case 
marking systems in NLs (11). But, it should be kept in mind that, for both classification 
schemes and post-coordinte indexes, these are examples of post hoc explanation, not the 
description of any ad hoc attempt. 

The other category of indexing languages, viz., pre-coordinate indexes, try to resolve the 
ambiguities faced by post-coordinate indexes, by organizing terms into meaningful subject 
statements, so that their entries come closer to NL. Therefore, it might be conjectured that, 
they are the systems (apart from automated indexing systems) most likely to benefit from 
the application of linguistic universals, if any. Here again, most systems have possibly 
evolved in a pragmatic fashion, without an obvious need for explicit reference to general 

linguistic principles. But, it could be observed that, intuitively, workers were applying 
linguistic tools (e.g., word order in passive sentences, prepositions, conjunctions, 
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punctuation marks, etc.) in the formulation of index entries. Coates (10) proposed the use 

of propositions as tests of concept relationships during the stage of subject analysis, 

especially in systems where the order of nouns in index entries is intended to reflect their 
relative significance. His table of twenty dyadic relationships, each accompanied by its 
commonest English preposition, has been used in British Technology Index to determine 
the order of terms in index entries. Lynch and others (l, 23), in devising the Articulated 
Subject Index in Chemical Abstracts, noted the importance of, firstly, the formal order of 
noun or noun phrase components, for the quality of entries; and, secondly, that of 
prepositions, connectives and punctuation marks in marking the boundaries of these 
components in such a way that the parts can be easily re-arranged into a single title-like 
phrase. Austin's PRECIS was also developed during the late sixties in an attempt to avoid 
the fallibility ofthe then existing schemes of general classification for consistent retrieval 
of information and their unsuitabiltity for computer manipulation. All these came into 
light due to the Classification Research Group's (UK) work to review the need for a new 
general bibliographic scheme during 1964-68 and the involvement of British National 
Bibliography (absorbed into the British Library in 1974) with the UK-MARC project (17, 
p p.254). There was no doubt in Austin's mind about PRECIS' legacy to classificatory 
principles, especially to faceted classification, when he says "PRECIS is a direct descendant 
of faceted classification", and "the design of an indexing system which is based upon 
organized word strings must take some account ofthe principles which have been developed 
to regulate the citation order in faceted classifications" (2, p.53). But, certainly, "this is not 
to say that these principles can be applied with equal effect to strings of terms selected 
from natural language". Later, partly due to the success with which PRECIS was applied 
in non-English languages and partly to avoid suggestions from some quarters (22) to 
establish its resemblance with faceted classification schemes, led Austin to seek a new 
basis for explanation ofthe general principles working behind PRECIS. As Austin (3, p.l) 
himself said, 

"a third important factor which has frequently been overlooked by writers on 
indexing and classification, ...was an increasing tendency, from the earliest trials 
with PRECIS, to abandon what might be called a classificatory approach to the 
organisation of terms in index entries and adopt instead an order which calls for 
anexplanation interms ofgrammatical categories andrelations" (italics added). 

5 Evidence from Theoretical Linguistics 

Language (or linguistic) universals can be defined as aspects oflanguage which are common 
to all languages, no matter whether these be universals of structure or of the meaning 
content of a language. The question, whether there are universals in natural language or 
not, has generated considerable controversy among linguists in the past. Some linguists 
even deny the existence ofthe so-called linguistic universals and claim that human languages 
have no distinguishing characteristics as such (21, p.143). 
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Most ofthe attempts to date to discuss universals have been syntactically-based studies. In 
the past three or so decades, there has been a discernible trend towards recognising that 
such universals as may exist would necessarily be semantically-based. That is, it is the 
meaning, or more abstractly, the conceptual processes which are being discussed (6, p.55). 
A notable exception to this generalization are the many Soviet linguists, who have a unique 
tradition in lexicology and related semantic studies equally as important as phonology and 
grammar. Here again, there is an ongoing debate over the role of syntax versus that of 
semantics in the explication ofuniversals, and the two sides have been conveniently labeled 
as 'Transfor-mationalists' and 'Lexicalists' (24, p.210), respectively. The issue remained a 
much-debated and un-resolved one for a long time (30, p. 85). 

The first step towards the recognition of general linguistic principles is usually traced to 
Ferdinand de Saussure, who introduced and anticipated a number of important distinctions 
in linguistics. One such distinction he introduced, is between syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
relationships. He also anticipated distinction between the notions of 'deep structure' and 
'surface structure' of language, proposed by later linguists. The development of an 'ideal 
language' in which each simple idea is represented by a single symbol and an algorithm 
provided for their combination to represent complex ideas was, a cherished dream of 
Leibniz. In his classic work on language, Whorfstated that, every language contains terms 
that have come to attain cosmic scope of reference that crystallize in themselves the basic 
postulations of an unformulated philosophy, the examples of which are words, such as 
reality, substance, matter, space, time, past, present, future, etc. 

However, the true beginning of the searh for linguistic universls began with the school of 
transformational-generative (TG) grammar, led by Chomsky (12,13). Chomsky postulated 
that what is common in a language structure is the underlying meaning ofa sentence. That 
is, all sentences have a fundamental 'deep' structure upon which transformations can be 
performed in order to create variant surface forms ofsentences. To explain this phenomenon, 
Chomsky quoted an insightful remark by Humboldt, who suggested, in 1836, that language 
"... makes infinite use of finite means". For example, the sentence "The librarian gave the 
book to the reader" can be transformed by the appropriate rules into the passive form, the 
question form and so on. Chomsky further speculated that humans are born with the ability 
to perform these transformations, and that there is a genetic programming for this aspect 
of language. As supporting evidence for this view, he cited the human ability to learn so 
rapidly to use language, and, what is more important, to comprehend language. In addition, 
humans, from the earliest days of speech, are endlessly creative in language terms. We 
can, at will, both produce and comprehend sentences never before spoken or heard. Thus, 
the universal here is that of the innate knowledge ofthe deep stucture of language and the 

ability to perform transformations on it. Names like, Katz, Fodor and Postal, easily come 
to mind as members belonging to this school. 
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McNeil commenting on Bailey's work says: "Since innate ideas are not arbitrary, deep 

structures areuniversal amonglanguages. In Bailey'stheorychildandadult speechconverge 
beautifully at the most crucialleve1 -- at the level of the deep structure where meaning is 
organised -- and diverge elsewhere, at the level of sound". Birnbaum suggested a multi
layered syntactic structure between the deepest of the deep structures and the surface 
structure. 

In Chomsky's TG grammar, categories in sentences are named, e.g., verbs, nouns, verb 
phrases,noun phrases, and the like. A number of linguists held that Chomsky's theory did 
not go far enough in providing for the semantic element in language. The introduction of 
'deep cases' as linguistic universals is usually attributed to Fillmore (16), who accepted 
TG grammeras his starting point, but pointed out that transformationscannot be explained 
adequately withoutreference to inter-concept relationships morespecificthanthose between 
noun phrases and verb phrases. According to Fillmore, it is the relations among words 
(phrases) in sentences which are of prime importance. If sentences are analysed for deep 
structure, then the case relationshipsappearing in the deep structureare considered central. 
An examplemay clarifythis: "Theteacherdistributedthe course-workamong the students". 
In this sentence,the deep structureinvolvesthe four words, viz., teacher,distribute, course
work, students. The central action is the verb' distribute' around which the rest of the 
sentencerevolves (Fig. 1).The object of the action distributing is 'course-work', the agent 
is the 'teacher', while the benefactor (recipient) of the action is 'students'. 

agentive objective 

TEACHER -~------------ distributive--------------------)- COURSE-WORK. 

benefactive 
------------------------)STUDENTS 

Figure 1 : Case Relationships 

Fillmore introduced the term'deepcase'as a generic to covera range of syntactical situations 
which may not be manifested as surface cases. He offered a basic set of deep cases as 
linguistic universals, the more important of which, from an indexing point of view, are 
agentive, instrument, dative, factitive, locative, objective, benefactive. This theory is 
fundamental to a linguistic explanation of Austin's PRECIS. 
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6 Cognitive Aspects of Language Processing 

Bothof theprevious theories (i.e.,Chomsky's, TG grammar andFillmore's casegrammar) 
have concentrated moreon the syntactic than the semantic level, despite Fillmore's intent 
to extendthe 'meaning' aspectofTG grammar. A wholerangeof inquiries fromareassuch 
as, artificial intelligence, machine translation, cognitive psychology and linguistics, have 
givenrise to the prevalent notion that the cognitive aspects oflanguage processing needto 
be takeninto account in attempting to develop any further theories of language. A central 
question in psychology (andto some,extentin linguiistics) andonewhichhas beenargued 
extensively in the history of philosophy, is this: is meaning pure thought, and is the rest 
the formal language we speak? Several attempts have been made to answerthis question 
during the secondhalf of this century. 

Ideas are largely products of intellectual activity, which is known to be controlled by 
brain. Thereis considerable similarity in the structure, and therefore, in the functioning of 
the brain in a majority of normal humanbeings. Thus,a majority of normal humanbeings 
havemoreor lessa similarmode of thinking andlearning -- that is, in forming ideasand in 
combining them to build knowledge-structures. It is further statedthat biologically man 
hasnot changed to any appreciable extentsincethe emergence of Homo sapiens'; for, the 
structure of the genetic material has notappreciably changed sincethen-- that is, for some 
500,000 years -- although we have changed culturally. Therefore, the probability of a 
sudden change -- that is, a mutation -- in themodeof thinking and learning of a majority of 
normal human beings in the immediate future is quite low (25, p. 325). Hence, if the 
cognitive processes are biologically simiilarand expression of thought into some kind of 
deep structure of language can be modelled, then the resulting universals might be better 
suitedforapplication intoILs.Whatfollows is an ouline description of somesuchtheories. 

6.1 Approaches to Thought and Language 

Object-referent theory: This is one of the oldest theories of meaning. It's invalidity is rather 
easy to demonstrate. It is evident that thereare manynamesfor thingswhicharea easy to 
see: libraries, students, book-mobiles, and so on. In attempting to generalize aboutNLs, a 
referential theory of meaning inevitably runsintodifficulty for thereasonthatmanywords 
lackreal-world referents. For instance, it is difficult to imagine what is namedby abstract 
wordssuchas, attitude, skill,efficiency, etc.,sincethesecorrespond to nophysical entities 
in the real world. According to Svenonius (28, p.74), "To meet criticisms like this those 
whoendeavour to maintain a consistent referential theory ofmeaning areobliged to invent 
perceptual or conceptual constructs to serve as referent for abstract words -- in effect, a 
Platonic heaven". 

Behavlourlst approach: Psychologists belonging to this group believed that, thought is the 
movement ofvocal musculature. Ifone cannot speak, ipso/acto one cannot think. However, 
testscarried outonvolunteers, immoblized bya certain drug injected intheirbody,reported 
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that they were able to think and mentally complete several pre-assigned problem-solving 
tasks. This theory, in terms oflanguage, and by extension, ofmeaning, would hold that the 
meanings ofwords are acquired through imitation, practice, and reinforcement. Children 
do imitate some of the sounds they hear, but, at the same time, they also produce many of 
their own which has no parallel in adult speech. But the behavioural theory has failed to 
explain the reason behind the child's ability to produce and understand sentences which 
he/she has never heard before. 

The cognitive development viewpoint: In.this view, held by Piaget, Bruner, Vygotsky, among 
others, language and thought influence and reflect one another. Thought, however, is the 
pacemaker, which is integrated through the developmental process. Piaget and Inhelder 
pointed out that "Itis possible to show the similarity between Piaget's description ofsensory
motor structure and Chomsky's deep structure of language". But, the major difference is 
that, Chomsky believes that humans are born with a genetic programming for certain 
language universals, and thought and language are entirely separate processes. Piagetians 
believe that language is grafted on to thought and there is nothing such as innateness of 
language. Many linguists and psycholinguists concerned with the interconnections between 
language and thought, hold an amalgamation of both the views. Psycholinguists take an 
experimental approach, as opposed to Chomskyans who are fundamentally theorists, as 
we have mentioned in the previous section. 

6.2 Experimental Theories ofMeaning 

Semantic features and related hypotheses: Among the experimental theories of psycholinguists, 
the most widely known hypotheses are those relating to semantic features. It requires 
division of a word into sub-units. The meaning of a word is not considered an indivisible 
unit; for instance, the word 'bat' is ambiguous. It can mean either that which is used to hit 
the ball in cricket, or a small, flying, furry animal. Once qualified with cricket -- cricket 
bat -- the ambiguity is eliminated. But, if one says, "I saw the bat", the meaning is ambiguous. 
According to Clark, the child gathers information through his perceptual system to which 
he relates possible meanings of words. Children seem to acquire simpler concepts (those 
with less features) first, and, conversely, tend to assume simpler meaning when using the 
more complex term. A number of related studies evolved after the semantic features 
hypothesis. Their findings may be summarized as: 

(a)	 terms develop in children systematically as a set, rather than as individual words, 
i.e., the words do not exist in isolation; 

(b)	 particular concepts are central to the development of terms; 

(c)	 focal colours are defined by unknown, as yet, percepual and cognitive factors common 
to all human beings; and 

(d)	 the actual or proposed development of hierarchies is dependent on the features of 
words however they may have been obtained. 
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Sentence processing (information processing) approach: Theories involving semantic features, 
whileperhapsconsidering an overallcognitive development, concentrate on the wholeon 
individual lexical items. But, a radically different approach was followed by Bransford 
and others. They conducted a number of experiments which involve processing of 
information from sets of sentences, rather than words. Results so far seem to indicatethat 
information is stored in human memory in a non-linguistic fashion as the 'gist' of the 
sentence(s). The results hold for both adults and children. One such experiment showed 
that, subjectsare most confidentthat they heard a sentence which combinedall the ideas 
of the initially presented several short sentences. This produces the evidence that some 
sort of abstraction of the gist of the sentence takes place in the human brain. 

The two theories mentioned above do not necessarily contradict one another. It may be 
that stored in the 'memory' are features and relationshiips between words; it may be that 
actual sentences are stored in an abstracted fashion in some other area, and in some other 
way. The state of our knowledge in this area is still in flux. 

6.3Artificial Intelligence Approach 

Investigators in aritificial intelligence have used a different aproach, that of simulationor 
model-building, to represent theprocess ofconcept formation in humanbrain. Theyassumed 
that, it is more than structure, perhaps morethan meaning, that needsto be tapped in order 
to devisean automatedmethodfor dealingwith language. Following are some of the work 
carriedout in the area of modelling of conceptual processes: 

Quillan's semantic memory model: Quillan's central concern is how semantic information is 
stored within a person'smemory. He proposed a complexmodelof what can be termed a 
'spreading-activation' network. Words do notexistin isolation, butarepartof an interrelated 
network, partsof whicharevariable. Quillan initially constructed a smallsystemconsisting 
of a network some60 terms. Thesetermswereempirically definedand quasi-hierarchically 
structured. A seriesof experiments confirmed that thereare levelsof relationshipwithin a 
network, which prove that, information which is storeddirectlywith a term, is recalledat 
a faster speed, as opposedto that information which is stored in a remote location. A very 
typical example quoted to explain this point is that one can respond faster to a question 
such as "Is the canary yellow?" than to a questionsuch as" Is a canary mammal?". 

Epsodlc memory model: The model proposed by Norman and Rumelhart is more 
comprehensive than Quillan's and relates the existence of 'episodic' memory stores. An 
episode is a series of events or actions. Episodic memory lacks universality, that is, all 
personsare liikelyto have uniqueexperiences which are stored in a holistic manner in the 
memory. 

Frame theory: The various studies in linguistics, cognitive psychology and artificial 
intelligence outlined so far, have one way or another attempted to derive some form of 
universality in either human thought processes or languages, or both. But in Bivins' (6, pp. 
58-59)opinion, 
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"the meaning of word is more than its structural relationship, more than its 

case relationship, and more than a collection of components or features. It 
consists of word 'meanings' certainly, in a dictionary sense; it also consists of 

facts, information, experiences, in an encyclopedic sense; furthermore, it also 

consists of what might be called 'action sets' which are performed by persons 

as a ritual of a sort (say, greetings) ... Finally (although the list is probably not 

complete), one might need, as part of a total meaning, such as problem-solving 

approaches and other types of heuristics. What these notions involve, as a 

whole, is a type of conceptual frame". 

The frame theory can be seen as a further extension of case grammar, but owes its origins 

to artificial intelligence. In contrast to the word and/or sentence-based theories ofChomsky 

and Fillmore, the frame theory is contextually based. Words do not have meanings in 

isolation, but depend, for their meaning, on their experimental context. It is difficult to 

single out the universal aspect of a frame theory, but one might postulate the existence of 

a prototypical, 'universal' frame which would be common to all humans, e.g., the best 

instance of a 'dog'. Though, Bivins (8) seems to be aware of the obvious flaws of this 

method, she thinks that something akin to frame theory is needed in furthering inforrnatiion 

retrieval development. 

But the artificial iintelligence approach has its share of criticism too. In Sparck Jones' (27) 

opinion, artificial intelligence meaning representations are different in kind and not merely 

in degree from document retrieval descriptions and that in current information retrieval it 

is correct to think in terms of ,aboutness' distinct from meaning representation. She believes 

that, more sophisticated information retrieval systems will depend on linguistic techniques 

of meaning representation. 

7 Conclusion 

It is interesting to note that, despite all these efforts towards searching oflinguistic universals 

by linguists, and attempts made by some information scientists in seeking refuge in 

linguistics and/or psychology for finding universals in ILs, the case is inconclusive and 

still continuing. For the present, the idea of an IL with truly universal features appears to 

be a mirage. Works of information scientists like, Austin, Bivins, etc. have revealed that 

neither purely linguistic nor even psycho-linguistic explanations are enough to establish 

the claims of universality ofILs. Nevertheless, as a result of these efforts, our knowledge 

of IL structure and functions have improved considerably. 
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Note 

The discussion in this section and ensuing sub-sections owntheiroriginsprimarily to the 
works of Hutchins (20), Austin (3),Bivins(7), Neelameghan (25)and Foskett (19). 
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Treatment ofthe Basic Class Anthropology in Dewey Decimal 
Classification (DDC) Scheme 

Pijush Kanti Jana* 

Abstract 

Shows the terminological development, enumerated and non-enumerated 
subjects, changes ofclass numbers ofthe subjects under the basic class 
'Anthropology' in the different editions of theDewey Decimal 
Classification scheme. 

1 Introduction 

Different anthropologists may concentrate their attention upon different typical characteristics 
of societies. Some are concerned primarily with "biological or physical" characteristics of 
human populations; others are interested principally in "cultural" characteristics. Hence, there 
are two broad classifications of subject matter in anthropology: physical (biological) 
anthropology and sociocultural or cultural anthropology. Some anthropologists consider 
archaeology and linguistics as sub-disciplines of cultural anthropology, even though they are 
academic disciplines in their own right. So the academic discipline ofanthropology, which is 
also known as general anthropology, includes four main sub-disciplines: sociocultural, 
archaeological, biological, and linguistic anthropology. Again, the American Anthropological 
Association, has formally acknowledged a public service role by recognizing a fifth sub
discipline. This is applied anthropology. 

Treatment of the subject anthropology differs from scheme to scheme in general library 
classiffication. Again arrangement of books on the shelves on the subject anthropology 
also scatter due to the characteristics of the sub-disciplines of the subject and also to the 
treatment of those sub-discipline in library classification schemes. As a result users have 
to face problems to find out their books from the shelves. The present study is an attempt 
to show the treatment ofthe subject "Anthropology" in different editions ofDewey Decimal 
Classification (DOC) scheme. However, the analysis is based on 5th ed, 8th ed, 11 th ed 
and 15th to 21st edition of DOC scheme. 

2 Purpose 

Anthropology is a developing subject. In passing the time different sub-disciplines of the 
subject emerged out. It is the duty of the classificationist to take adequate steps so that 
newly developed sub-disciplines should be included in its new edition without disturbing 
earlier arrangement ofenumerated subjects. However this paper will enable us to show the 
following: 

• Lecturer, Dept of Library & InformationScience,VidyasagarUniversity,Midnapore - 721102 
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(a)	 Sub-disciplines and other related or near-related subjects of anthropology which 
have included in different editions ofDDC. 

(b)	 Development and use ofterminology of sub-disciplines of the subject anthropology 
in DDC. 

(c)	 Changes of class number and treatment of different subjects of the host subject 
anthropology in DOC. 

(d)	 How far the classification scheme able to include the sub-disciplines of the subject 
in the schedule. 

3 Results and discussions: 

3.1 Sub-disciplines ofanthropology included in DDC 

Treatment ofdifferent sub-disciplines of the subject Anthropology in different editions of 
DDC are not same. Inclusion and exclusion of sub-disciplines of the subject in different 
editions ofDDC is an inherent feature ofthe scheme. However sub-disciplines or concepts 
relating to the subject Anthropology which have ever been included in anyone or more of 
its editions may be grouped by their primary basic subjects as follows: 

Philosophy 

(a)	 Philosophical Anthropology (soul, mind, attitudes, emotion, human action and 
experience, love, life and death etc); 

(b)	 Mind and body anthropology (mental physiology and hygiene, mental derangement 
etc); 

(c)	 Parapsychology and occultism (magic, witchcraft, demonology, palmistry, 
spiritualism, dreams, mystic traditions etc). 

Religion 

(a)	 Human evolution 

(b)	 Philosophy of religion 

(c)	 Humankind 

(d)	 Theological anthropology 

(e)	 Anthroposophy 

(f)	 Biblical archaeology 

(g)	 Doctrine of man and his soul 

(h)	 Anthropomorphism 
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Social science 

(a) Social interaction (communication between groups or within groups etc); 

(b) Social processes (coordination, leadership, customs, social change, conflicts etc); 

(c) Social behaviour (human ethnology or anthropogeography demography etc); 

(d) Social groups or cultural ethnology (social classes, religions or other classes); 

(e) Culture, cultural process and institutions. Cultural anthropology (cultural process, 
social change, community organisation, social organisation and institution, marriage 
and family, sex communities etc); 

(f) Criminal anthropology; 

(g) Anthropological theory of folklore. 

Life sciences/Biology. ArehaeoJogy 

(a)	 Human races or physical ethnology (origin and physical characteristic ofraces, causes 
of physical differences. Specific races, geographical distribution of races etc); 

(b)	 Physical anthropology (evolution and genetics of humankind, prehistoric man, 
pigmentation, environmental effects on physique etc); 

(c)	 Anthropometry 

(d)	 Craniology 

(e)	 Archaeology 

(f)	 Linguistic anthropology 

(g)	 Anthropogeography 

3.2 Development and use ofterminology ofthe subject 

Development ofterminology ofthe sub-disciplines ofthe subject Anthropology in different 
editions of DOC is much important. Treatment of this subject has been found broadly in 
four major subjects - Philosophy, Religion, Social sciences and Biological Sciences in 
DOC scheme. It was found that one particular subject mayor may not be treated under the 
same class number in its different editions or in other words a given class number may not 
reflect always the same subject. Again the terminology ofthe subject has also been changed 
from edition to edition. This pattern of change of terminology has found much in case of 
sociology and biology rather than that of philosophy and religion. This is because of the 
treatment of cultural/social anthropology and physical anthropology, the main two sub
disciplines of the subject, in sociology and biology respectively. 
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However this study reveals (see table 1) that the inclusion of the term "Anthropology" has 
beenfound first timeinsociology in itsbasic classin20thedition inthe form "301 Sociology 
and Anthropology" and 21st edition ofDDC has also followed the samepattern. Except in 
case of DDC-18 no other editions also clearly specify the sub-discipline "Social/Cultural 
Anthropology", though itwastreated as "culture" or "culture andsocial change or culture and 
cultural process" in itsearlier editions and"culture andinstituions" in its latereditions. Again, 
development of terminology and inclusion of the subject "Anthropology" in the basic class 
"Biology" has also seena peculiar experience. Only DDC-16 hascombined the subject with 
Biology andtermed itas "570 Anthropological andBiologiical Sciences" butallothereditions 
eithermentioned the subject as either"Biological Science" or "Life Sciences". 

In caseof anothersub-discipline Archaeology, terminological development hasalso taken 
place. Here, upto 17th edition the terminology of the sub-discipline was "571 Prehistoric 
Archaeology". From lStheditionto 20th edition i: was represented as "573.2 Evolutionor 
organic evolution and genetics of man or humankind". Again in 21st edition it has been 
treated under "599.938 Evolution". 

Here the scheme simply avoids to use the familiar term "Prehistory" or "Archaeology" or 
"Prehistory archaeology" 

3.3 Changes ofclass number and treatment ofthe subject 

As discussed earlier, different sub-classes under the basic class Anthropology has been 
treated broadly under four main subjects--Philosophy, Religion, Social Sciences and 
Biological Sciences in DDC. Again,the foursub-disciplines of the subjecthas beentreated 
eitherundersocialsciences / sociology orunderBiology. Fromthat pointof viewemphasis 
has been given in this study to the above mentioned two subjects. 

Study reveals that (see Table 2) more or less all subjects has changed its class number 
under the host class sociology. Again, this study also reflects that same pattern of 
classification of differentcomponents, or subjects of Anthropology are found in editions 
15,16,17, and 18 ofDDC, where subjects are treated under one class "301 Sociology / 
Social sciences". Classes from '302-309' are either absent or they are simply specify 
'Handbook', 'Dictionaries', 'Organization', 'Studyandteaching', 'History' etc of the subject. 

From edition 19thof DDC and onwards the representation of subjectsas found under the 
class"301 Sociology" has totallychanged. The forms of documents like "Dictionaries" etc 
"Essays lecturesetc","periodicals", and"organizations", "study and teaching", "collection" 
etc previously treated under the classes "302-309" were totaly ignored and the classes 

already treated under the class "301 sociology" are distributed over "302-309". 
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3.4 Classes not included in DDC
 

Two broad subjects - Physical Anthropology and Social/Cultural Anthropology have 

been emerged out from the subject Anthropology due to the structure ofthe subject studied 
from two different angles : biological and social or cultural aspects of the subject. 
Development of another two sub-disciplines archaeological and linguistic anthropology 
are also emerged out due to the gradual development of the subject. However, to find out 
individual classes under each of these four sub-disciplines which have developed till date 
but which are not included even if in the 21st edition of DDC is also one of the objective 
ofthis study. Hence, after analyzing different editions ofDDC scheme the following subjects 
are identified which are not included in any edition. 

Physical anthropology: Paleoanthropology, Embryology and growth, Body composition 
and body build, Dentition, Medical anthropology, Nutritional anthopology, Ecological 
anthropology, Comparative anatomy, Molecular anthropology, Physiologiical 
anthropology, Applied physical anthropology. 

Social/Cultural anthropology: Cognitive anthropology, Symbolic anthropology, Urban 
anthropology, Structural anthropology, Applied social anthropology etc. 

4 Conclusion 

In view of the overall study on the different editions of Dewey Decimal Classification 
scheme it is concluded that due to the development ofthe field ofAnthropology, terminology 
of a class to repersent the subject has been changed in many respect. Again, in case of 
social/cultural anthropology major changes of the class number has been taken place in 
the 19th edition and a minor change has been found in its later editions. But class numbers 
in different subjects in physical anthropology are more or less similar except in case of 
21st edition where class number of physical anthropology has totally changed. 

Though DDC - 21 enumerates some newly developed subjects from four major sub
disciplines but there are so many subjects which are not included neither in DDC - 21 nor 
in its earlier editions. Again, many enumerated subjects are not specified by name rather 
than represented by simply idea or term of the subject which creats problems in many 
respect. 
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Table 1 : Development and useof terminology of the subjectAnthropology in differenteditionof DDC 

ci-
ass 

No. 

5th 
edition 
(Abr) 

8th 
edition 

11th 
edition 
(Abr) 

16th 
edition 

18th 
edition 

21st 
edition 

130 Mind and 
Body 

Mind and 
body Anth 

ropology 

Paranormal 
phenomenon 

and arts' 

Field of 
psychology 

Popular 
psychology, 
para 
psychology, 
occultism 

Parapsychological 
and occult methods 
for achievingwell
being, hapiness 
succ-ess. 

133 Occultism, 
Witchcraft 

Occultism, 
Witchcraft, 
Magic 

Parapsychol 
ogy and occ
ultism 

Occult 
sciences 

Parapsych
ology and 
occultism 

Parapsychology and 
occultism 

301 Sociology: 
Philosophy, 
theories 

Sociology Sociology Sociology Sociologyand 
Anthropology 

302 Compends 
outlines 

Sociology Handbooks 
and outlines 
of the social 
sciences 

Unassigned Social interaction 

570 Biology 
Archaeology 

Biology Life sci
ences 

Anthropo
logical 
and biolo
gicalsci
ences 

Life 
sciences 

Life sicences 
Biology 

571 Pre-histo
ric archa
eology 

Pre-histo
ric archa
eology 

Pre-histo
ric archa
eology 

Pre-histo
ric arch
eology 

Unassig
ned 

Physiologyand 
related subjects 

572 Ethnology 
Anthropo
logy 

Ethnology 
Anthropo
logy 

Human 
races 

Anthropo
logy Eth
nology 

Human 
races 

Biochemistry 

573 Natural 
history of 
man. Somato 
logy 

Natural 
history of 
man. Som
atology 

Physical 
Anthropo
logy 

Physical 
Anthropo
logy 

Physical 
Anthropo
logy 

Specificphy
siological 
systems in 
animals 

Note: Edition 15, edition 17, and edition 19, edition 20 have been omitted due to their similarities with 
edition 16,edition 18,and edition21 respectively. 
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Table 2 : Changes ofclass"number and treatment ofsub-classes ofanthropology in different edition of DDC 

Subjects Ed 5 Ed 8 Ed 11 Ed 16 Ed 18 Ed19 Ed 21 

Humankind (Philoso
physical Anthropology 

- - - - 128 128 128 

Social/Cu ltural 
Anthropology 

- - - 301.2 301.2 306 306 

Human ecology 
Anthropogeography 

- - - 301.3 301.31 304.2 304.2 

Social cultural 
change 

- - - 301.24 301.24 303.4 303.4 

Culture and institution! 
Social organization 
and institution 

- - - 301.4 301.5 306 306 

Population!Demography - - - 301.32 301.32 304.6 304.6 

Physical anthropology - - 573 573 573 573 599.9 

Prehistoric Archaeology 571 571 571 571 573.2 573.2 573.2 

Note: Edition 15, Ed 17 and Ed 20 have been omitted due to their similartities with either earlier or later 
edition. 
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~~<f~~'~~~~~~~'l1Bl'~'6~~~~own~,~,c~fil"'lICll~ 

~~'6~~ ~ C~"<15C1l"~ I \!)'(JMl\'Il~kl1ll~~~~~I~~~~I~IRitCll~~~ 

~'l1Bl' ~~ I~~,~~~~~~ !SGTTC~~~~fgy~~ 9fTC1l' : 

(~)~~~~~I~'6m"1lll()lll~~"CI'C1l"~~~Qftm~I~ 

~ ~'!tml ~~ ~~~~~I ~~~Cf, ~~~~~~ 

~ ~~ clnQ/ ~ ~~~~~ I ~'l1Bl'~~wtt~ '6 ~"CI'C1l"~ ~'l1Bl''6 

~~'!tm~l:U~~~~~l.!I.~~~'6~$l~~l:U1 

(~)~~Ifl~~~~ ~~l\j'"'IJ Library Orientation Course~"CI'"1lt 1flCl51'!~ I 
~$IC~ill~ ~~ CCI'Wf'~ (~~) ~'l1Bl' <ij"l~C1l1l f.Bllll"l'1l, ~ ~,~~~ 

~~, ~QjJ-~o:.~'6 (0$ (OQ'\~~~CI1'<3m~I~~~~~'69jm<15$1"'1I~lfip.~II 
~ 9jm51G1"'1llll\j'"'lJ~~ '6~~~~ ~ I $"CI11l" ~ ~'l1Bl'~~~ 

~ ~'lI'C'11l ~ I ~;qs '6l1.~{l '6fi'tm ~~~ $"CI11l" ~~ CQ/C"lS ~~ ~~~~ I 

~~'6~Cf~~~~IINSDOC~l\j'"'IJ'Letusfindout'~~Sliderrape 

~ ~I ~~ ~'l1Bl' ~ ~ own ~~ If1l"t ~I~ ~~~~ Iflc>tf\tdll National 
Council ofEducational Research and Training~1f~ CQ/C"lS I~. ~ Ifl~ CIlC01Celll ~t·IC.lc$( 

~'l1Bl' M'&1IC"'Ill Ifl~ 9fJl P1CG1"lIC~ll ~~~~ I ~~~~~~ tStC"l' 

~'1~1 ~~9fI~Qij'~~~~~ ~ ~I~~~~~~I 

~'fjMlfJIQljSl~!lfiit1Jliccrn~~I~~~filt'Jlit~~'3~~~~-~'tt~ 

~ Of.{ ~Nl~lC"'1iil ~~ I~ SN DT Women's University ~ J N U~~ ~ ~~ Tape / Slide Ifl'f 
~ $OOl' ~'!Ul'~~~ CI'C'f I ~~ ~~ I Xerox., Computer, Multimedia 'f 
~~~-~~ I1fl~1i't'lI'm '6~~~~'6l~ ~~~~ 11iItIJfI '6l9f,c(, 
~'f' CQJt<1S ~ I ~'lft"CR ~ ~, ~ Ctftt COlI ~ 110{ ~ ~~~~~ 9ftC1l ~ I ~ '6l<i..U1iil 
~~1C<reBlC;~"ilq>Cil<1Slt~~MI(JIG1il ~%II3~'1<j1~ ~'1~ I~Punjab AgriculturalUniversity 
~ usereducation Ill'CI'1t '6l<f"1J~{l '6l"'f I ~ Syllabus Ifl ~: 

Library assource ofinformation andreference organisation ofknowledge inlibraries, library 
catalogues. Union catalogues. bibliographies, abstracts. indexes andhowtousethem. Organisation 
ofknowledge. Norms for bibliographical citation and abbreviations, Bibliographical style and 
technical papercompilation. Stylemanual ofvarious Universities andorganisations. 

G.B Pant University of Agriculture & Technology 1f Syllabus ~ ~llnl: 

The scientific literature, problem ofenormous amount, languages, scalier, Scientificpublica/ions, 
forms. types. thesources ofinformation : primary. secondary. tertiary. bibliographicalcontrol of 
scientific literature. information retrieval. current awareness. Writing theses; compilation of 
bibliographies. 

~~'6~~-~-P1f.1CilIRit~~~(~~~"')~~'6R'l'jMl(Jlll'\il~'l1Bl'~"CI'C1l"~ 

$m 1lQ/11t~~'l1Bl' ~"CI'C1l"on I~~'l1~'6l<lC~~ Ifl~ ~QjJ-~o:.~~ 'l5l'II cQfC<iS ~ I 
Abstraching e Indexing Journal -1f'm5 ~'if.r<is ~Qij~ <ll<i~til.lmiil ~~~ ~ <mil ~~.• 

~'l~ <lCC'lfi:tC'lOl 
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"Recommendthat the students shouldbe givenpreliminaryguidance on the layout ofthe library, 
its regulations andprocedures. Atalater stage, seminar should be heldand lectures be delivered 
on the use cfbibliographicol tools andon guidance to the literature ofthe student's own subject... " 

~fu~~ ~~~'m'if <!l~~~ '()~~ ~'1 '<3 ~<ruf I 

~~<!l~~~~~Qffm~~9@~~I~~~Rc"t(jCiM9@~~"lt1 

~~,~ ~~~~\S~~~R'I"IMqJI'1~,~, ~<!l~~'<3R'I"IM'llI'1~ 

~~m~~<ruf~~1 

(8)~~~~f6~fi'm'SM~~lfim~~~~-<!l~~~~~~ 
<!lvrn ~ I <!lm firo '<3 Oi~>1I'lf'rn\? • I firovrn ~ firo~'Sfrn <!lmvct ~ I ~ 'Ol1~0if\s~ 'IaM~'Sfrn 

~ firo W51'if <!lClS 'OlWO~~ '5l"'f I firom \S9fmt~~,~,~ <!l~~~~~COiIM'63I~~ clfi~ 

~~~~~~·Ifirom~~~~~f~~~~m~~~f.{rn 

~~~~~1~~~0W'I~'Sfrn~~'Sfrn~~~'1~~~ 
~ I ~ c<R firom <!l~ 'Ol~~M~ f ~ C:qip,..~~l: ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ f Oi~>1I'll'~cq~ ~~ 

.omr~~~~'1~~rml~~'5l"'f~<!l'ul~'1~<lIIIJtI~~COiI1M~ 

~~C~~I~~~~~'W11'll'M,~~~~m~I<!l~~~~~ 
c<M'r I ,~~~.~~ ~~~~ I Oi~>1I'lf'~Cq~ 'IaMJ~~.~~, \S9fmt~~~ 

'f~~ A-V Aid,\S~~~ iSlOiISft;qCOi ~~~'iftC;q"<!l~ ~~'Ol~~ ~ ~~~I 

~~'51nro~ ~~!lQ/RI~, ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~"lt I ~<!l~ 'Ol1.~~~ 

9f1l:Il~~:~·1~~<!l~~'1ftllt.jjt~~~~'aM~~~1<!l~~~~ 

~ ~ ~'Sfrn <ij;q~~cplm~ 'f~~ ~~ I ~~~~ Community Information Service. ~ 

~'Sft<rn W '<3 ~ <lI1IJt, ~~ ClSIIJt -~. ~. ~, ~,~.~.~, ~, 'Olf\b\5I;qcp 

~~ ~'if ~ ~QjJ ~~ 'f~~. 'f~~ '<3 ~QjJ >1~CH'lIt<.~ 'aM'if"fC<lS ~~~~ ~~ I ~ CIS 
cp(1mCOb ~'l1n'l"~~~W-~-~~~~~ ~crn~~ ~. ~fiCt'lI't'f~ 

~~I<!ll.~~-fiCr'lfit~: !lI~.""It~,~~<!l~~~.~,~H~~,;q~, 

~~~. ~1~fiCr'lfit'<3~~~~~,~,~~,~~m,~'lf\m' 

Wm'<3~,~~cpf9fI~1i't'lf'npn~~I~~~ ~,*ccp~~,~,Wm,9ftrn.!lfilc'll~ 

~ ~QjJ 'f~~ ~~ ~I <!l~~, ~, ~~. ~, ~. ~~, !l"I\>1HCP '<3 
~~~ ~,~ Q/tOlt '<3 ~CPtrnCCP~ ~, .,~\S~~,~ 'f~~ 'It~'1 M41~I~~, 9jtrn~lrncp '<3 

~ 'OlMI)ICM ~~ 'f~, ~, tSIl~'l~~t-cxmm-~ ~~, ~ 'f~~, ~. 'tI~>1lcp~, 

:q1~\5I'!iI'f~~H~~t:q~ <!l~~~~~~I<!ll.~Qjp{~~_~~<!l~~'<3 
~>\tC9f'4'I\S~ ~\S~~~~QjJ~ ~~~~~~~I ~ ~ 

m~~'if ~ ~'l1rn~~~ I ~~~'l1rn~~~ <!l~ ~'Sfrn'<3 ~QjJ 

~~~I C~~~~<ml?_Dll:_1 

• ~ ~~~~~~ Wf ~ ~I ~ 1Sjf6'1'6t~ ~~ ~~I <!l~ ~ ~~ ~I 

iSlf6'1~,~~~~,m<!lm~I~~iSltt'1~I~~'i{~I~'f~~~~ 

'fC'f~~~~~I<!l~~clfi~~rm,~~<!l<llCl''f~MI~~"lt~~'f~$1 

~~~I~<!ll.~~~~.~<!lf'l1rn~~I<!l~lI1'<3~cm~~ 

~~~~~1l:I\h~C>1~ 9f1\?m \S~COiIC>1I~I>1 ~ ~'l1rn~~ 9fMt9ftfit '<3 ~ II 
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